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THE PRZD (PLACE, ROUTE IN Z-DIMENSIONS) AUTOMATIC 
LAYOUT COMPUlER PROGRAM HANDBOOK 
SUMMARY 
Place, Route in 2-Dimensions (PRBD) is a standard cell automatic layout 
computer program for generating Large Scale Integrated/Metal Oxide Semi- 
conductor (LSI/ MOS) arrays, and is one of the software components of the 
NASA/ MSFC Computer Aided Design and Test system (CADAT). The PR2D 
program source is available from the COSMIC software distribution system. 
This material describes the compilation, loading, and execution of the 
program on a Sigma V CP-V operating system located at NASA/ MSFC. This 
material can also be used as a guide in the conversion and execution of the 
program at other facilities even if equipped with different data processing 
systems. 
The PRBD computer program is written in FORTRAN IV and consists of 
50 FORTRAN source routines including the main program. 
One source routine of importance is the input/output routine, which is 
usually unique to each installation. This routine was called TAPES in the 
original RCA source but was modified and renamed IOSCR for the Sigma V 
CP-V installation. The commented source for the routine can be used as a guide 
in creating an input/output routine for a particular system. 
I. COMPILING AND LOADING PRZD 
With the CP-V FORTRAN, large programs can only be compiled 
sequentially from tape, not from disc. Therefore, it is easier to edit the total 
source (approximately 30 000 card images) on a disc file and then compile and 
load the program with a batch job that copies the PRBD source file to tape and 
then compiles from the tape. Loading can be done in the same job or with a 
separate batch loading job. 
Individual routines can be modified by copying them from the total source 
file into separate source files and editing them individually. The separate 
source files can be compiled on-line to generate the object modules. A batch 
load run is made to include the new rather than the old object modules. This 
procedure works well if changes are limited to a few routines. 
I I. FLOWCHARTS OF THE MAJOR PRZD FUNCTIONS 
Flowcharts of the major functions MAIN (program executive), PLACE 
(executive routine PLEX 1) , ROUTE (executive routine RTEXl) , and ARTWORK 
(executive routine ARTEXl) of the PRBD program are included for aid in under- 
standing or making modifications to the program. The flowcharts for MAIN, 
PLACE, ROUTE, and ARTWORK are shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, respec- 
tively. A suggested overlay structure for loading PRBD is shown in Figure 5. 
Listed in Figure 6 is a job control setup deck to compile and load the 
PRBD program with the MSFC Sigma V CP-V operating system. Compiling and 
loading require approximately 45 min of CPU time, with load time being 
insignificant. 
A listing of PR2D related files and PR2D object modules created by the 
FORTRAN compiler and their sizes in granules (1 granule equals five hundred 
and twelve 32-bit words) are shown in Figure 7. 
The created load module (LMPR2DC) requires 146 granules of disc 
space and approximately sixty four thousand 32-bit words of memory to run. 
During a normal computer run, PR2D generates data files along with the art- 
work output file and requires approximately 1000 granules of temporary disc 
space for a 200 x 200 mil chip. The temporary disc storage requirements are 
a function of the design complexity. Execution time can vary from 5 min to 1 h 
of CPU time determined by the design complexity. 
I I I. EXECUTING PRZD 
The input data to PRBD consists of a number of program control 
parameters, logic pattern assignments, and the interconnecting nets. The 
program reads the input data, searches a data file (pin data file) for data on 
each pattern, generates a placement of the patterns (PLACE), interconnects 
the patterns (ROUTE), and outputs the artwork for the layout (ARTWORK). 
Two examples of layouts that have been created with PR2D are included in this 
material. The first is a 4-bit adder done in silicon on sapphire and the mate- 
rial includes the partitioned logic diagram (Fig. 8)) a complete PRBD computer 
run printout, and the resulting unmodified chip layout (Fig. 9). The second 
example is a programmable timing circuit done in bulk silicon and the materif 
includes the partitioned logic diagram (Fig. lo), the job control and input data, 
and the resulting unmodified chip layout (Fig. 11). Table 1 lists the effects on 
the layout of the CO15 Programmable Timer if the number of logic cell rows are 
varied by PRBD. 
With the MSFC CP-V operating system, PRBD control and input data are 
created with an on-line editor and batched into the job stream. 
By way of the PRSD mode control parameters, functions of the program 
(place, route, etc.) can be executed in steps for flexibility and reduced com- 
puter run times. Due to interaction between the layout control parameters, it 
is best to start with a working set of parameters (from the included examples) 
and carefully make variations on them. Their impact upon the layout should be 
observed by plotting. The included PRBD users guide and control parameter 
definition list describes the format and effects of each user option. Combina- 
tions can be found that achieve a desired layout. 
The PR2D program outputs a map or printer plot that can be assembled 
into the final chip layout. All pertinent data with regard to the layout are shown 
on the map, and a printout of the chip statistics is output. 
It has been our experience that modifications are required on the final 
PRSD layout. These modifications may be as simple as correcting misplaced 
test transistors, border modifications, or labeling. However, they have included 
uncompleted ground bridges to the cells and missing wiring segments. It is 
recommended that the layouts be carefully studied and each net manually checked 
against the plotted design layout. At MSFC these modifications are currently 
done with interactive graphics. However, they were done before by manually 
editing the PRBD artwork output data. 
The EXEC (first routine of the source) contains a well commented sec- 
tion describing the functions of the mode control and layout control parameters, 
and has been included in this material. It is suggested that this be studied 
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carefully and used in conjunction with the simplified users guide when using the 
PR2D automatic layout program. 
The PR2D program has been used to create numerous random logic 
arrays in different technologies at NASA/MSFC. *While the program is large 
and complex, it is practical to implement and to learn how to use. It can 
produce quick turnaround layouts in mature technologies with acceptable 
device densities for many applications. 
IV. SIMPLIFIED USERS GUIDEFOR PRZD 
PROGRAM (INPUTDATA) 
The following paragraphs list various input data and control cards for 
the PRBD program. (Section IV. H. lists PRZD program format modifications. ) 
A. Mode Card (412, 1614) Format 
The mode card is used to control execution of program functions, control, 
identification, and debug printing. 
1) Mode (1) , Starting Function 
= 0.1 start with Input function 
= 2 start with Place function 
= 3 start with Route function 
= 4 start with Art function 
= 5 start with Manmod function 
= 6 error condition 
2) Mode (2)) Sub-Restart (within Function) 
Start with parameter. Can only be used when Mode (1) = Mode (3) ; 
primarily used to debug program. 
= 0,l start with first sub-function 
= 2 start with second sub-function 
= 3 start with third sub-function 
= 4 start with fourth sub-function 
3) Mode (3), Ending Function 
= 1 end after Input function is complete 
= 2 end after Place function is complete 
= 3 end after Route function is complete 
= 4,0 end after Art function is complete 
= 5 error condition 
4) Mode (4)) Sub-Restart (within Function) Stop After Parameter 
Can only be used when Mode (1) = Mode ( 3). 
= 1 stop after first sub-function 
= 2 stop after second sub-function 
= 3 stop after third sub-function 
= 0,4 stop after fourth sub-function 
5) Mode (5)) Chip Identification Number 
Must be > 0 and < 1000. 
6) Mode (6)) Technology Switch 
= 1 is for aluminum gate, bonded wire 
= 2 is for aluminum gate, beam lead 
= 3 is for silicon gate, bonded wire 
= 4 is for silicon gate, beam lead 
= 5 silicon on sapphire (SOS), bonded wire 
7) Mode (7)) Pin Data File Control 
= 0,l pin data are from tape 
= 2 pin data are from cards and tape 
= 3 pin data are from cards 
8) Mode (8)) Pin Data Validation Keys = nl, n2, n3, n4 
nln2 = revision level 
n3n4 = engineering level 
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9) Mode (9)) Chip Design Type 
Internally set to 1 
10) Mode (lo), User Specification of Number of Device Cell Rows 
= 0 number of rows determined by linear mils of all active cells 
= n user specification of number of row 
l<n<13 
11) Mode (11)) User Specification of Number of Bonding Pads on Each 
Side of Chip 
= 0 program determined 
= n user specification 
n must be greater than number calculated by program 
12) Mode (12)) Automatic Change of Specific Constants in Coding 
13) Mode (15) , Debug Control for Common data 
Equal to 1 or 2, print common data after Read of common data 
from tape 
Equal to 2 or 3, print common data after Write of common data 
to tape 
14) Mode (16)) Debug Control for Place Function 
15) Mode (17)) Debug Control for Route Function 
16) Mode (18)) Debug Control for Artwork Function 
17) Mode (19)) Debug Control for Manmod Function 
18) NEW - Column 80 - Parameter Patch Control 
NEW= 1 - next card patches IP( JX)=JY 
= 2 - The IP array is replaced by the next IPX words read in 
format 2014 from cards which follow. Elements which 
are blank or zero on the patch cards will not be changed; 
however, no further patches are permitted. 
= 3 - next card patches LIM( JX)=JY 
= 0 - no additional patches will be made. 
Cards read in modes 1 and 3 will contain the following data in Format 314: 
JX, JY, NEW. The value of NEW read in this field determines the mode in 
which the next card is to be read. 
B. Pin Data FileKards gt- Tape), Header 
Data (lOA4, 414) 
If data are on tape, file cannot be opened unless KEYl, KEYB, and 
KEY3 are valid. If data are on cards and on tape, new header card will be 
copied to the new pin data tape (if generated). If header card data are blank, 
the header data from the old tape will be copied to the new pin data tape. 
This also applied to the revision date described in Bl. 
The program will automatically sort pin data by cell pattern number and 
by pin number within each cell type. If card data and tape data have the same 
cell pattern number, the program will automatically replace the new card pin 
data for the old tape pin data. 
1) Pin Data File Description (lOA4) - Last 8 characters should be date 
file was generated in nn/ nn/ nn format. 
2) KEY1 - R.evision level of data, see Mode (8) data. 
3) KEY2 - Engineering level of data, see Mode (8) data. 
4) KEY3 - Technology key for data, see Mode (6) data. 
5) NEW - The control to generate a new pin data tape. 
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a) If equal to zero, new pin data file tape will be generated. 
b) If greater than zero, a new pin data file tape will NOT be 
generated. 
C. Cell Pattern Header Card and Pin Data Cards 
(514, lOA4, 14) Format 
1) The pattern number must be entered on all cards (including header 
card). 
2) The pin number must be zero for header card. The number of pins 
on each cell is not limited (can be 1 to N). Furthermore, not all pins need to 
exist and the pins need not be in numerical order. 
3) The pin reassignment flag must be zero on header card and on last 
card of each cell pattern. This Iast card is used to specify the X/Y limits of 
that cell. 
4) The pin X-coordinate must be zero on the header card. Enter the 
X-distance of the center of the pin from the origin of the cell in tenths of mils. 
5) The pin capacitance must be zero on the header card on reference 
pin Y-coordinate of cell from cell origin (distance of ground center to cell 
origin). 
6) The cell description data are entered on header card and optionally 
on pin data cards. 
7) The technology code [same value as Mode (6) ] must be entered on 
each and every card. 
D. Stop Control Card 
The stop control card following last pin data card is used to end reading 
of pin data file from cards. End of file will terminate reading pin data file from 
tape. The stop control card can be: 
1) A blank card 
2) “STOP” entered in columns 25-28 of stop control card 
3) r’ENDbV1 or ‘%END” entered in columns 25-28 of stop control card. 
E. Element to Pattern Assignment (1614, 14X, I?) Format 
Element number-pattern-position-row assignment are entered four to a 
data card. Elements need not be in numerical order or in sequence. That is, 
the chip may contain N elements and be assigned any unique element number 
between a and b, where 1 I a I N 5 b I 400*. 
*Because the program automatically generates 1 or more 
subelements for large cells, b + N 
sub 
must be less than or 
equal to 400. 
Element data are generated in sets as follows: 
1) Element number 
2) Pattern number 
3) User specification of fixed order of element in a specified row. 
(For nonbonding pad rows, all elements of that row MUST be assigned, but 
their order need not be assigned. ) 
4) Fixed row specification of element; i. e. , 
For ROW = -N, element will be in reverse orientation in row N. 
For ROW = N, element will be in normal orientation in row N. 
For R.ow = 0, element is not fixed to any row and will not be assigned 
to any row which contains any fixed row elements. 
Note: If user specifies any nonbonding pad element as fixed in a 
row, all other elements in that row must also be fixed. Specifica- 
tion of order within a row implies that the row must be specified, 
but the converse is not true. 
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The program will terminate reading element/pattern data when an ele- 
ment and corresponding pattern are both zero or when a positive number is 
entered in columns 79-80 in the last card of these data. Once the element to 
pattern assignment has been completed, the program will automatically extract 
those patterns used in the chip design from the pin data file. 
F. Node List 
The program will stop reading node data when an end of file is read or 
if columns 77-80 of the last card has a value greater than zero. 
1. First Card of Node Card (2014) Format. This card contains the node 
weighting factor followed by element pin data in pairs (up to column 76). If a 
node can be completed in one data card, a node continuation card must be used 
and the pin for the last element must be the first entry on the continuation card. 
Columns 73-76 of the node card MUST be zero. 
2. Node Continuation Card (8X, 1814) Format. This card is used to 
read the pin number of the last element on the previous data card and additional 
element-pin data in pairs (columns 9-76). Node continuation cards may con- 
tinue to be used, as required, by making the pin number of the last element on 
a data card blank and placing the pin number in the first field of the next con- 
tinuation data card. 
G. Commod Data Cards (414, 2A4) Format 
These data cards are used to modify any data in any array in common. 
This option can only be exercised (automatically) after common data have been 
recovered from magnetic tape (READ subroutine). 
1) LLl is the i index of the data in the array being modified. 
2) LL2 is the j index (if required) of the data in the array being modified. 
3) LL3 is the k index (if required) of the data in the array being modified. 
4) LL4 is the number assigned to each array in common: 
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LL4 = 1 for CHIP (I) 
LL4 = 2 for ICAP (I) 
LL4 = 3 for INFO (I, J) 
LL4 = 4 for IP (I) 
LL4 = 5 for IPIN (I, J) 
LL-4 = 6 for LCS (i) 
LL4 = 7 for LIM (I) 
LL4 = 8 for MODE (I) 
LL4 = 9 for NODE (I) 
LL4 = 10 for JART (I, J) 
LL4 = 11 for JFAC ( I, J) 
LL4 = 12 for MAP (I, J, K) 
LL4 = 13 for NOD (I) 
LL4 = 14 for NR (I, J) 
This number is optional. If the array name is entered for ALP variable (see 
item 7)) the program will calculate LI.4. 
5) LL5 is the new data to be stored in common (for numeric data). 
6) BET is the new data to be stored in common (for alpha data). 
7) ALP is the first four characters of the name of the array in which 
data are being changed. This is optional. If the array number is entered for 
LL4, these data are not required. 
H. PR2D Program Format Modifications 
The latest modification of PRSD which included the SOS technology 
requires some input data modifications. In all cases, the data format changes 
are minor. If old data are to be used with the new program, only a few minor 
changes are required. The reason for these data format changes is to confine 
all data between columns 1 and 72. No data are allowed in columns 73 to 80. 
The following are the changes: 
1) MODE Data Card - The new format is (4I2, 1614). 
2) Parameter Modification Cards (INIT) - The effective format is now 
(11, 13, 214). The actual format is still (314). See lNIT subroutine for details. 
11 and 13 represents V and C in equation IP( IV + C) = New Data. For example, 
columns 1 to 4 should be: 
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To Modify 
IO + 10 OblO 
11 + 10 lb10 





*(b = space or zero) 
That is, the user may enter the IV variable plus the offset constant C to calculate 
the correct index in the array IP( I), where V = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. If the 
alternate method is used, the user must calculate the correct index (IV + C) 
for IP( I) and MUST prevent the program from adding the variable V to that 
index. To prevent the program from adding V, set V = 7. 
3) Parameter Modification Cards (COMMOD) - This operates exactly 
like item 2. The effective format is now (11, 14, . . . ). For example: 
To Modify Alternate* 
IO + 10 ObblO 7bll 
*(b= space or zero) 
4) Element to Pattern Assignment - The new format is (1614, 6X, 12). 
This change has no effect on the element to pattern data. It only effects the skip 
data/ stop control. These data must now be in columns 71 and 72. 
5) Node List - The node list format is now (1814). Generally, this will 
require no changes to the node data. The only change is that when there is 
exactly 9 (17, 25, . . . ) pins in a node, the pin for that 9th (17th, 25th, . . . ) 
element MUST be entered on the next data card. Formally, the program had 
allowed a nine pin node to be totally contained on one data card. The new pro- 
gram requires the use of two data cards for that nine pin node. Nodes with 2 to 
8 pins, 10 to 16 pins, etc. are not effected. 
6) Restart Mode - When PRSD is executed in the restart mode, a chip 
description data card must follow the mode data card in the RESTART mode. 
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I. Execution 
The following are the suggested methods for execution of the PRBD 
program: 
1) The PRBD program should be executed one function at a time. Without 
exception, the placement function and route function should NOT be executed in 
the same computer run. The output of the placement function should be 
examined. Sometimes interchanging two adjacent bonding pads can improve 
the final chip design. See design improvement. 
2) The PRBD program should be executed at least two times using a 
different placement surface for each run (See Section IIL) . Each resulting chip 
design should be plotted on a Calcomp plotter. 
3) The best chip design (smallest area) (Paragraph IV. B) should be 
used for the final chip design. 
J. Design Improvement 
Using the COMMOD method to change data in common, the program can 
be controlled to generate different placements and make improvements in these 






































4 IP 110+27) -0 
Figure 2. ( Continued). 
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SUBROUTINE 
PLEXi 1 IP(lo+Z7) = 2 
CALL FIX 1 1 
CALL PLACE 








I CALL POCl 
N 
Q CALL PRSl 
cl 




CALL REW Wl LTJ 









































































PRBD overlay structure. 
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I I 
Figure 6. Compile and load job setup. 
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Figure 7. PRBD source, object modules and load 
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METAL POLY AND DUMMY CELLS 





Figure 10. co15 - programmable timer partitioned logic diagram. 
ll’i’l 64 1431 42 14 25 13 1x1 24 1 11 
co 
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METAL, DIFFUSION AND DUMMY CELLS 
Figure 11. CO15 - PRBD unmodified layout. 
TABLE 1. EFFECTS OF VARYING THE NUMBER OF LOGIC CELL ROWS 















213 x 169 
201 x 193 





Longest Total Cell Cell Bonding Wiring Wiring 
Cell Row Row Length Area Pad Area Area Effect 
(mils) (mils) (8) (96) C(k) (“/c) 
156.3 761.6 20.8 41.7 29.5 29.5 
35 997.0 129.4 7G1.6 29.6 41.5 28.9 59.8 
38 793.0 110.7 761.6 27.5 39.9 32.7 51.3 















V. PRZD MODE AND LAYOUT CONTROL 
PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 
31 
KX ::z m 
C*******t*2*****t*****************~~**~~~******~*******~~**~*****~******ooo 0400 
c-” - 
- - . - _ . .- ._.. 
000 6500 
: 
AUTHOR : RICHARD NOT0 000 0600 
000 0700 
i 
DATE HRITTEN: 1972 000 0800 
0’60 0900 
_. 5. __ COMPANY : RCA CORP. 000 1000 
ADDRESS : MAIL STOP 10-701 
-_ ._.---_- __.__ -- .._ 
OOb ilO 
C FRONT 8 COOPER STS. 000 1200 
c- CAMDEN, N. J., 08102 .. 600 1300 
-; 000 1400 
PHONE NUMBER: (609) 963-8000 000 1500 
C 
--c 
EXTENSION : PC6755 - - ..-.- _ _ - -~ 000 1600 
iNo- 1700. 
t*********t*************************************************************OOO 1800 
7: 000 1900 
C THE PURPOSE OF THE PP2D PROGRAM IS TO ASSIST IN THE DESIGN OF LSI 000 2000 
C ARRAYS. BASIC DESIGN DATA (ASSIGNMENT OF ELEMENT NUMBERS TO 000 2100 
C PATTERNS AND NODE CONNECTIVITY DATA) ARE TRANFORMED TO ARTWORK 000 2200 
-E- 
INSTRUCTIONS. THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE USED BY-PIE. ZRTRIR K-FmGRfl- --000.-23ov - 
TO GENERATE ARTWORK COMMANDS USED FOR PLOTTING FINAL ARTWORK 000 2400 
: 
MASKS, -000 2500 
000 2600 
c THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES Tkfl-DIMENSIONAL PLACEMENT OF CELL!? ON THE 000 2700 
I.. PLACEMENT SURFACE AND A TfiO-DIMENSIONAL ROUTING OF CONNECTIONS 000 2800 -AMONG THESE CELLS. EACH SUBROUTINE IS MODULAR ANU-CAN-K- - ‘-’ .--DO0 ZPOO-- 
C REPLACED OR MODIFIED. 000 3000 
c- 000 3100 - 
C*****~*****************t****~*+**************~********************~*****ooo 3200 
c- - 000 3300 
C THE PURPOSE OF THE EXEC PROGHAM.IS TO CONTROL THE SEQUENCE OF 000 3400 
r .. EXECUTION OF THE PRZD PROGRAM, THE EXEC PROGRAM ITSELF HA-!3 ‘BEEN---@IT)-35OU-- 
-4 KEPT TO MINIMUM SIZE AND ALL FUNCTIONS ARE OVERLAID AT THE END 000 3600 
: -. 
OF EXEC SO THAT THE STORAGE RfQUIREMENTS FOR THE PR2D- PROGRAM 000 3700 
WILL BE MINIMUM. THE EXEC PROGRAM IS CONTROLLED BY THE MODE 000 3800 
c PARAMETERS. THESE PARAMETERS SPECIFY THE START AND ENU OF- 000 3900 - 
C EXECUTION OF THE PR2D PROGRAM. THIS FEATURE IS CALLED “RESTART”. 000 4000 
-c- THIS FEATURE ALLOWS THE USER TO INTERUPT THE OPERA-TIDN’JF-THE 000 4I(TO 
C PR2D PROGRAM AND, IF DESIRED, MAKE CHANGES, Td THE DATA STORED 000 4200 
c IN COMMON. ALL INTER-FUNCTION (PL,RT,ETC.) DATA ARE TRANSFERRED 000 4300 
C THROUGH COMMON OR THROUGH MAGNETIC TAPE. THOSE ARRAYS THAf ARE 000 4400 
-c NOT IN COMMON ARE DNLY USED WITHIN THAT PARTICULAR FUNCTIDN- 000 4500 -- 
IF NON-COMMON DATA MUST BE TRANSFERRED, IT WILL EITHER BE WRITTEN 000 4600 
-&- TEMPORARILY TO COMMON OR TO MAGNETIC TARE; -- -- OUQ 47or 
C 000 4800 
-~~*i*i*****~*******i***********~************~******t***~**i*i-*****-iii*i*000 4900..- 
c 000~5000 
C- RESTART FEATURE: 060 5100- 
--& ---MODnil 
000 5200 
= ISTART IS THE STARTING. FUNCTION PARAMETER.--- - -----$0-O m 
C (l-2) = 0, 1 START WITH INPUT FUNCTION.. 000 5400 _..-- _~ 
E 
= 2 START hITH PLACE FUNCTION. 000 5500- 
= 3 START WITH ROUTE FUNCTION. 000 5600 
c--- * 4 START !vITH ART- FUNCTION;-- -- --__.--- 30-u STim - 
32 
c : = 5 START NITH MANMOD FUNCTION. 000 5800 
;---. = 6 ERROR COND)TIOh SWITCH. 000 5900 _, _ ____. --.- -__ .__--_ 
c MoDEC2) = 
c3-4j 
JSTI 1s THE SUB-RESTART, 
000 6000 
WITHIN FUNCTIONS STAR-T -WITH. go0 6100 -._ 
.K... .- _ 
PARAMETER. SEE EACH FUNCTION EXECUTIVE FOR 000 6200 
DETAILED INFORMATION ON JST, _ o_o_o_- fJ5OJ 
L- .--_- 
THIS CONTROL IS ONLY USED FOR DEBUGGING OF THE 000 6400 
PROGRAM AND CAN ONLY BE.EXERC.IsED WHEN MODE(l) = 000 6500 
C MODE(31. 
_ _..-- ---___ 
000 6600 
OOR 67ok 
MODE(31 = IEND IS THE ENDING FUNCTION PARAMETER. 000 6800 
(S-61‘ = 1 END AFTER INPUT FUNCTION 18 CO’-‘WTE_, 000 6900 .- - .-. .--__ _ 
= 2 END AFTER PLACE FUNCTION IS COMPLETE. 000 7000 
_ = 3 END AFTER ROUTE FUNCTION IS COMPLETE. _. _._ _.-..-_ - 
IS COMPLETE. 
._ --ooo71oo 
= 4r 0 END AFTER ART FUNCTION 000 7200 




= JEND, IS THE SUB-RESTART, WITHIN FUNCTIO.N, STOP 000 7500 
AFTER PARAMETER. SEE EACH FUNCTION EXECUTIVE FOR 606 7600 
DETAILEC INFORMATION ON JEND, --- -- ..-_ 
THiS CONTROL IS ONLY USED FOR DEBUGGING OF THE 
-.900 ?.!OO . _. 
PROGRAM AND CAN ONLY BE EXERCISED WHEN MODE(l) .L 
000 7800 
000 7900 
MODE(J). 000 8000. 
000 8100 
MODE(S) = ID IS THE CHIP IDENTIFICATION # CO ( ID < 1000). 060 8200 
(9-12) (SEE INPUT, READ B WRITE FUNCTIONS) 000 8300 - _ -.... --. -.- .b^bb ~6a- 
MODEC61 = ITECH, IS THE TECHNOLOGY CONTROL SWITCH, 000 8500 
(13-16) = 011 IS FOR METAL GATE BONDED WIRE. -000. 8600-- 
= 2 IS FOR BEAM LEAD METAL GATE. 000 8700 
MOOEC7) 
(17-20) 
= 3 IS FOR POLY-SILICON. -boo 8800 -- 
= 4 IS FOR BEAM LEAD POLY-SILICON. 000 8900 
= 5 IS FOR SOS BONDED WIRE omm 
= 6 IS FOR SOS BEAM LEAD.. 000 9100 
000 9200 
= PIN DATA FILE SWITCH. 000 9300 
(SEE INPUT FUNCTION). 000 9400 
= 01 1 PIN DATA ARE FROM TAPE. 000 9500 
= 2 PIN DATA ARE FROM TAPE AND FROM CARDS.‘- .-. --------a00 -9-6DU- 
= 3 PIN DATA ARE FROM CARDS. 000 9700 
000 9800’ 
MODE(B) = PIN DATA VALIDATION KEYS. 000 9900 
(21-241 = Nl, N2, N3, N4. NlN2 IS THE REVISION LEVEL OF DATA. 000 0000 
N3N4 IS THE ENGINEERING LEVEL OF DATA.000 0100 
-- azoo 006 - 
MODE(P) 
(25d8, 
= ITYPE, IS CHIP DESIGN. 000 0300 
= 0, 1 IS TYPE 1 DESIGN. 000 0400 
000 0500 
MODEClO) IS USER SPECIFICATION OF NUMBER OF CELL ROWS. 000 0650 
(29.32) = 0 PROGRAM DETERMINES NUM8ER OF ROWS. 000 0700 
= N USER SPECIFIES NUMBER OF ROWS;-l-7-N < 21 
----. .._-_ 
. E E-- 
MODECll) IS USER SPECIFICATION OF NUMBER OF BONDING PADS 000 1000 
(33-361 ON EACH EDGE OF CHIP. MUST BE > # CALCULATED BY 000 1100 
PROGRAM OU6 12ofJ 
400 1300 
MODECl2) IS.SPECIAL CHIP DESIGN CONTRUL SMITGK. -- - ---- ---.. 6UO 1406 
(37-40) = 1 IS PARAMETER MODIFICATION OPTION NO. 1. 000 1500 
= 2 IS PARAMETER MODIFICATION OPTION NO; Z- - 000‘ 1600 - 
= 3 IS PARAMETER MODIFICATION OPTION NO. 3. 000 1700 




= 5 IS PARAMETEf? MODIFICATIOti OPTION -NO. 5 
= 6 IS PARAMETER MODIFICATION OPTION NO. 6: 
000 ~-ma 
000 2000 
= 7 IS PARA;METER‘MODIFT~U~ NO 7 
= 8 IS PARAMETER MODIFICATION OPTION NO: 8: 
000 ZlOO 
000 2200 
= 9 IS PARAMETER MODIF1CATION OPTION--ND. 9. -- --mo-oo zmii- 
000 2400 
biODE( 151 IS A DEBUG CONTROL FOR COMMOM. DTA--PRm-TRW----- 0-(7)125-@ij- 
(49-521 AND WRITE. 000 2400 
= ‘1, 2 PRINT COMMON DATA iH~R+K6--FUNCTION 
= 2, 3 PRINT COMMON DATA IN WRITE FUNCTIO;. _-- 
= IDt3COM. 
MODE(l6) = IDBPL, IS DEBUG CONTROL FOR PLAC.EFUKTTON. 
--- 000 3000 
000 5ioT 
(53-56) 000 3200 _ _----. 
000 3300 
MODE(l71 = IORRT, IS DEBUG CONTROL FOP ROUTE FUNCTION. 000 3400 - - .---.- 
(57-60) 000 mair 
MODE(18) = IDBART, IS DEBUG CONTROL FOd ARTkBUaRK-FUFJtn^lTIJ,--- -+:;-:;+ 
(61-641 000 3000 . _ _ __ 
0- 
. 
I MODE(19) = IDf3MANn IS DEBUG CONTROL FOR MANMOD FUNCTION. 000 4000 v (65'68) . -~Bbo--4lJJr 
. 000 4200 
f***********************2**************1************~*-**~*.*~-~~~~*~~-*~~...q~ 
. . 000 4400 
- ~Gl*iT**sr .- -. -oo-u-zm- . 
. t 000 4600 . . . **t - --0-cTrcuu- . . * 000 4800 c 
. -- ~- Ttf~ mm- 




























































































USED: 000 5400 
- f507r 000 
000 5500 
NIF --mg - __ --- --vu~li7-uc 
000 5800 
NA NO 000 590~.- 
000 6000 
NA NO 000 6100 
000 6200 No --- ~------.7m(T-63mT 
000 6400 
NA NO 000 4500- 
000 6600 
NA -- NO- 000 67VU- 
000 6800 
















NA NU- 000.71ou- 
000 7200 
NA -. NO 000 .rmu- 
g _-. . ..-. --.&---- -g+$ 
000 7600 
NA _. . -. 000 77or 
NA :oE" 000 7800 



























































































































w MODE(I) -- ” CWT-r-JtKK . m LC(I,J,K) .-. 




INPUT NA NK . w .ICAP(I) ALL NONE NA YES 
-- -- NETOT( n w PLACE NONE NI-- . ” NETOT(1) .PLACE NONE NrA ‘K- -+- 
: TCAP(I1 ALL 
NONE NA YES 
NET(T,J) 
~c-- -NOCT(T‘T- 
INPUT NONE NA NO 
ROUTE NODE(T) UP TO ROUTE YES 
NODE(I) PLACE NOD(I) ROUTE YES 
-AoE(TI -’ ” ALL UP .NDD(TT - -- 
ROLE - - .~. . _ __ ,Ep _. 
: TO ROUTE 
. - NOUCT3- ROUTE NODE(I) 
PLrcE -. _. ..- - . ..- - 
: NRCI,J) ROUTE NONE NA YES’ 
------ ADNE. 
,_ - .._ _~ __.. 
. 
NO 
YES - - 


















PLACE LCS(1) NA 
PLACE LCS NONE 
INIT NONE NA 
ALL NONE NA 
INPUT NONE NA.- 
ALL NONE NA 
INPUT NONE NA 
INPUT NONE F! A 




YES boo ii&Jo 
YES 
NO %GE 
YES 000 9300 --. 
NO 000 9400 
YES 000 9500 
NO 000 9660 
NO 000 9700 
- NO 000 9800 
000 yes-:. 99-90 0000 
000 0100 
ROUTE JART ALL (LCS) 
PLACE LCS(II NONE 
PLACE LCS NONE 
ROUTE JART ALL (LCS) 
FIX1 NONE NA 
ROUTE/ART LCS(I1 NONE 
YES 000 0200 
YES 000 0300 
YES 000 6400 
000 0500 No- -_ .--. _. a66’ u666.. 
000 0700 
YES 000 0800 
YES 000 0900 
YES 000 1000 
YES 000 1100 
y;g- -- -- yg;- 
000 1400 
000 1500 
NO 000 1600 
ROUTE/ART LCS(1) NONE 




CONTINUATION OF LCS(I1 
ALL NONE NA 






















PLACE LCS(IJ N& 





































.o EXEC . e 7 u -IN11 . 
-‘- .INP”T 
. L r- M READ 
: -7 M WRITE 
l 
. JP PLACE LCS r-- 
l KP PLACE its . M 'MODE(I) ALL NONE -i---- - LOfiE(I1 M READ NONE . 
; -_ 
TAPE USAGE IN pR2D PROGRAM: : : SUSROUTINEx TAPES: _._- _ 
NONE YES 
NONE 
0~4200 --.- yap-- . ..--. -ooo 4~o 
NA -.-YES 
N A Nd 
_ OJJ 440.0 
000 4500 
._ .oo(J ugo 
000 4700 - 
- ._ .--_.- _ 
N N N N N h’ N N N tj gag.. 5000 
0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 b -o-- i 0 000 5100 
T T T T T T T T T T T 000 5200 
0 0 2” -6 600 5300- 
1 6 000 5400 
0 : 0 
000 5600 
boo 5700 
000 5800 _ 
000 5906 
*1 








. POPL 1 . . 
--- Ue-PLl . . 
: . RTExl . . w 
. RSRTl . . 





. clzsi-- - * , 
c -- 




X -000 6300 - 
000 6400 
X 600 6500- 





360 TiO6 - 

















X X OOU 89D(T 
000 9000 ~.--.--~-mm-.~b- 
000 9200 -. - -- 
-6OO 9300 - 
000 9400 --. --~. -... 
006 95ilV~‘ 
000 9600 ___- 
----666-W%?-- 
000 9800 




. , 000 3260 . RTCAl L-.--..- . . 
:.. RTCBl . . 








. . . RTSl . 
-t-m-- RTSAl 
. . RTSBl 
* 
: PO91 . . . -z-. ._ ADJ1 . . 
: ADJAl i . 
: .zF ARTEXl 
; , RSARTI 
--. 
; . ANALCl . # . , LINEAl F 
. ANAL31 -- -.-- -’ * . . LINEBl 
: . . PkRl r 















.- 7m-r 4.nn- - 
. SORT1 000 * , 006 
: ART1 Xl *2000 c : 000 
. BRORl 000 - 
--- 
-.- -- ---. - .- 
. mu- 
































000 3300 -. -__-_. -. 
000 34mr 








U800 . , STSSl Xl l 2000 4900 r- , 000 SOOD 
. INSTl , Xl *2000 5100 
-- ---- 
_-_ - ___ ---_- - . mm.sm6 
. : PLOT1 X 000 5300 
. 000 5400 
. MANEX 1 , 000 5500 
-7 , 600 5600 
. IF REQUIRED. , l 000 5700 
:--X-TAPE- rS USED, 
..~-. - 
- -amr 58ur 
000 5900 
:iii~i*i****t******+**+*****~*~****** srur 
. . 000 6100 
-T****+***i --b(Tv-szoo 
37 
. : * 
_.- --..- __--. .-._. .____ _. 
000 6300 
: *** 000 6400 
'- - i-- , 000 is5o-o- 
000 6600 r . ARRAYS IN COMMON: 006 mm- 
: 000 6800 r _ -.. --- ----. .- . IMPLICIT INTEGER (1-N) 006 L9-m- 
. INTEGER *4 ICARD, , ICORE, IPRTI JDATA, JPDFI KART 000 7000 
----. 
-_-. -- 
, 00 7100 
DIMENSION CHIP(l31, ICAP(4001, INFo(500,7), ii00 7200 .l IP(l000J, IPINt200,3), LCS~1~000Jr Lcs~ i2~~ado‘iT-~ -- - 
2 LIMOOO), MODE(191, NODE(40001, NR(lo00,7) Et Eoo 
: 
.- -. --_- 
000 7!ar 
COMMON ICARD, ICORE, IPRT, JDATA, JPDF, KART 000 7600 __-. 
SOWON CHIP, ICAP, INFO, 000 77 
1 IPI IPIN, LCS, LCSl -r. 000 78:: - - ..-.. --. 2 LIM, MODE, NODE, NR oo~-f9bo- 




(ISTART,MODE( I)), [JST rMODE( ZJ), 





1 (IBYPL ,LIM( ll)r (ICAPX rLIM( 211, 
000 8000 -- oo-o~o--i5~oB.. 
000 8200 - 
000 mm- 
(IEND rMDDE( 311, 000 8400 
C ITECH .,MODE7-fl); -- ..~ 066-.85ooc 
(ITYPE ,MODEC 9j)l 600 8600 
(IDBPL-,~DEn'zr~--~-ab-6e~ 
(IDBMAN,MODE(l9)1 000 8800 --- 
000 89Ub 
000 9000 
5 (IGD DX ,LIM( 411, 7
4 (IGDl tLIM( 1011, 




8 (IPAGE ,LIMt 2211, 
9 (IPINYC,LIM( 2511, 
A 281Jt 
0 ::;;;YY,LIM( ,LIM( 311)r 
i-- 
.(IY rLIM( 341)r 
(11 ,LIM( 3711, 
E EOUI~~;ENcEtLIM~ 4011, 
1 (JA ,LIM( 4911, 




(JEL ,LIY( 6111, 
6 
(IDY ,LIM( 511; 
:::;;-.-,15AT.c ,LIMC 911, 
-66(r-mm 
(IGDCK ,LIM( 811, 000 9200 
(IGD2 rLIM{ 1111r (INF'JX ;LTm-Ti!Tz- amrm 
(INFOYl,LIM( 1411, (INFDY2,LIMC 1511, 000 9400 
(TNFOV4;CIWI'-mr;---TImmvs LJM[ 18)) 000 9500 
(INFOY7,LIM( 2011, (IPAD :LIM( 21,): 000 9600 
(IPINX rLIM[ 2311, (TPTAYTLTMt-Z?TIr uur97u(T- 
(IPINYR,LIM( 26)); 
(ISWl rL.IM( 3211, 
(IZX ,LIFrC 35JT; 
(12 ,LIW( 3811, 




(JELR ,LIM( 6211, 
(JL rLIM( 65J)r 
(IPINYX,LIM( 271); 000 9800 
(IPX -rCmC3un;- -. -~aur99uo 








(JARTY rCm( 9IS);- OOO-OSUF- 




- .--. ---'- 000 0800 
~-- mmvbb 
(JN rLIMC bb))r 000 1000 
7 (JNGG rLIM( 6711, (JNTG ,LIM( bR)l, ‘-Cm --rLIM( b9JJ 000 1100 
8 (JPX rLIM( 7011, (JPY rLIM( 71llr (JROW rLIM( 7211: 000 ho0 -. 
V---- (JRsp'- ,LIMr 73n, (JSL -.;LTlaC-T4n,-IJSWL LIM( h1J 000 n-o-u- 
A (JSWPL ,LIM( 7611, (JSWl ,LIM( 7711, (JSW2 :LIM( 78,): 1400 _.. 
a (JSU3 rLIM( 7911, (JSW4 ,LIPIC 8011, TJSW~-,LIR[ 
000 
U~JI 000 nou- 
i :;;DAMN,LIH( 8211, (JTOAMO,LIM( 8311, (JTOT rLIMC 841,: 000 1600 
rLIw( 8511, (JX ,LIM( 86J);- (JY -- -;LTw--8nlamrl7uu- 
EQUIVALENCE 000 1800 _- -. 
T:---. (KBAU rLIf+V -=TTT tKUArB LJMIv 
2 (KLASSX,LIM( 9711, (KLASSY,LIM( 9811, (KNODE :LIM( 99)): 000 2000 
3 (KNT rLIM(100lJr (KDDE rLI~(lOT~I;-- rkrzrrrr: LI~C1UdJl ouo trur 
4 (KDDEG ,LIM(103l)r (hODEM ,LIM(lO41), (KODET :LIM(lOS,,: 000 2200 .-- 




.-8-----CKFX -- ;nM(l-i5)L 
9 CKROW rLIMCll8JJ, 
-EQUIVALENCE 
.I CKSXR rLIM[l2lJ)r 
..CKSYtl rLIMCl24JJ, 
3 CKXLL rLIMCl27JJr --_ .-.- _ 
4 (KXUR ,LIMCl30)), 
5 CKX2 rLIMCl33JJr 

















9 CLLE ,LIMC178)), 
A CLSWl rLIMClBl)J, 
EQUIVALENCE 










0 CLXSN rLIM(2oS)Jr 
9 (LX3 ,LIMC2oSJl, 
A (LYA ,LInc211)J, 










6 (MDDEX rLIMC238lJ, 
7 CMXEL ,LIMC241)), 







4 CNNODE ,LIMC262lJ, 
'5 (NDDEX ,LIMC265)), 



































































CK"AD2 rLIMClllJJ, 000 











































































































































































4 (NSU ,~1~(289J~. (NX ,LIMC~~OJJ, (NXL ,~1M(291J1, 000 8500 
5 (NXU rLIY(292JJr (NXX tLIM(293J)r CNXl 000 8600 
6 CNYB ~LIMC~~SJJ, CNYT rLlMC296JJr (Nl' 
,LIMC294JJ!. 
,LiMi247JJ -606 8700 
C 000 8800 
c***********************+*******i**************~***********~**********~*~*ooo 8900 
C 000 9000 
c********* 000 9100 
-E 
* 000 9200 
l ** 000 93’00- 
: 
* 000 9400 
000 9500 
C CALL INIT SUBROUTINE TO READ MODE DATA, CLEAR COMMON AND 000 9600 
C INITIALIZE PROGRAM CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS. 006 9toti 




GO TO ~100,1000,1000,1000,1000,90001, ISTART qpo 0000~ 
C 000 0100 
c********t*******t*************************~*****************************ooo 0200 
c 000 0300~- 
E- 
CALL INPUT FUNCTION TO READ IN DESIGN DATA AND PIN DATA. 000 0400 
000 0506’ 
C********* 000 0600 
cc 
* 000 0700 
*** 000 0800 
c * 000 0900... 
C 000 1000 
- .lOO CALL INPUT 
.-.. -.. -...- 
000 1100 
~0 To ~2000,200,200,290,9000~, IEND 000 1200 
C 000 1300. 
*****************4**********************~*~**~~*~~**~********~************000 1400 I " 060 1500.. 
:********* 000 1600 w .- I * 066. 17ou- e 
: 
*** 000 1800 
I * 000 1900 . ” 000 2000 - ” CALL PLACE FUNCTION To GENERATE A TWO DIMENSIONAL PLACEMENT. 000 2100 8. 
1.'. ZOO 1FCITYPE.EQ.l) CALL PLExl 
000. 2200 
O-O6'-23UU- 
GO TO (90o0,2000,300,300,9000~, 'IEND 000 2400 m 
000 2500 
j******t***************************f*tti~~~~~*~~~~*~**~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~OOO 2600 w ” 000 2700 
c CALL ROUTE TO GENERATE A TWO DIMENSIONAL ROUTING 000 2800 ~. 
2 
OF NODES ON THE CHIP. 000-2906 
000 3000 
c****r**** 000 3100 
t * 000 3200 
C **t 000 3306. 
E 
* 000 3400 
300 IF(ITYPE.EQ.1) CALL-RTEXl % x 
GO TO (9000,9000,2000,400,9@00J, IEND 000 3700. . 
000 3800 
~***********************t***t********r**********~**~******~****~********ooo 3900 ” 
-: 000 4000 i CALL ART TO WRITE ARTNORK INSTRUCTIONS TO THE OUTPUT TAPE. 006 4106. I ” 000 4200 
:****i**** 000 4300.- - 
I * 000 4400 
I *** -000 95ood- 
40 
c * 000 
I: 000 
400 IF(ITYPE.~Q.ll CALL ARTEXl 000 
GO TO (9000r9000,9000,2000,90u0~~ IEND 000 
C 000 
~*********************+**t**t***********************************************OOO 
I) " 000 
2 CALL READ TD RECOVER COMMON DATA STORED ON MAGNETIC TAPE..THEN 000 
C GO TO PROPER RESTART FUNCTION. 000 
C 000 
c********* 000 
C * 000 





1000 CALL READ 000 
GO TO (9000,200,300,400,3000,10000~, ISTAwT 000 - ” 000 
~**************************************************t********************000 . ” 000 m I CALL dRITE TO STORE COMMON DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE. 000 . 
1 000 
:********* 000 m 
w * 000 
: l ** 000 m 
1 * 000 I 
-2000 CALL WRITE 000 

































7600 m - 000 7700 1 e CALL MANMDD FOR M4KING MANUAL CHANGES TO THE ARTNORK INSTRUeTIONS.00~0‘.7866 s .a 000 7900 
:********* 000 8000 e 
i 
* 000 8100 
*** 000 8200 
4 
* 000 8300 
ouo 8400 
3000 CALL MANExt 000 8500 
GO TO 2000 000 6600 




CALL DBCOld TD PRINT OUT COMMOFI DATA. 006 9000- 
: 
000 9100 
********* 000 9200 
E 
* 000 9300 
*** 000 9400 
4 
* 000 9500 
600 9600- 
9000 CALL DSCOM 000 9700 
C 000 9800 
C***********************************************************************OOO 9900 
c -- 000 0000 
10000 STI'" nno 0100 
CSTAR~iNIT 
~600200 
VEROOl 050674 IA 000-0100 - -- 
SUBROUTINE INIT. 000 0200. 




THE PURPOSE OF THIS FUNCTION IS TO READ 8 VALIDATE THE MODE 000 0600 
.TZ--- ‘P’ARAMETERS, CLEAR COMMON AND PRESE.1 PROGRAM CONSTA-NTS AND-- 000 0700 
C PARAMETERS. 000 0000 
c 000 0900 
c***********************************************************************ooo 1000 
CHIP(IXJ: ___-.- _ 









THIS ARRAY IS USED TO STORE THE NODE CAPACITANCE OF NODE IX. 000 1800 
000 i900 
INFO(IX,IYJ: 
IX IS THE ELEMENT NUMBER ASSIGNED TO A DEVICE. 
IY IS USED TO STORE DATA ASSOCIATED WITH ELEMENT IX. 
IS X-INDEX ON PLACEMENT SURFACE. INFOYl (=l J 
INFOY2 (=2J 
INFOY3 (=3J 
IS Y-INDEX ON PLACEMENT SURFACE. 
IN INPUT/PRPLl USED TO STORE USER 
SPECIFICATION OF POSITION OF FIXED ELEMENT 
IN FIXED ROW. 
IN PLACE, IS ADDRESS (INDEX) IN LNAD(IJ 
OF LOWER LIMIT OF LIST OF ADDRESSES IN 
NODE(I) OF THOSE NODES HHICH CONTAIN 
ELEMENT IX. 
IN ROUTE, IS X-COORD. OF ELEMENT IX. 
IN PLACE, IS UPPER LIMIT OF ADDRESSES IN 
LNADCIJ. 
IN ROUTE, IS Y-CDORD. OF ELEMENT IX. 





TEMPORARY STORAGE OF CELL NIDTH. 
IN ROUTE, IS B.P. POSITION #r BY ROW To 
LOCATE B.P. IN-PROPER-POSITION. 
IS USED TO STORE ROW NUYRER AND PATTERN 
ORIENTATION. 
. - 
IN INPUT/PRPLl USED TO STORE USER 
SPECIFICATION OF RON NUMRER OF ELEMENT 
FIXED IN RON AND/OP POSITION. 
IS USED TO STORE ADDRESS OF START OF PIN 
DATA FOR PATTERN ASSIGNED TO ELEMENT IX. 
IP(IXJ IS USED TO STORE PARAMETERS USED IN THIS PROGRAM: 
NOTE: ALL MIL VALUES ARE IN 1OTHS OF MILS,lO = 1.0 MILS. 
EXCEPT FOR LINEAR jYIDTH BREAK POINTS WHICH ARE IN MILS. 
IO IS THE ST4RTING INDEX FOR CONTROL PARAMETERS. _ 
IP(I0 J IS NUMBER OF IO DATA. 
IP(IOt 1) IS NUMBER OF LINES PER PAGE PRINT CONTROL. 
IP(IOt 2) IS MAXIMUN NUMBER OF BONDING PADS ON CHIP. 
IP(IOt 3) IS THE LINEAR HIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 3 ROWS. 
IP(IOt 4) IS THE LINEAR WIDTH SREAK POINT FOR 4 ROWS. 
IPiIOt 5) IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 5 ROWS; 
IP(IOt 6) IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 6 ROWS. 
IP(IOt 7) IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 7 RDWS. 
IP(IOt 8) IS THE LINEAR NIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 8 ROWS. 



























































IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 10 ROWS. 
IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR ii ROkS. 
IS THE LINEAR RIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 12 ROWS. 
IS SHITCH FOR END-AROUND v*IRE SPACING 
= 1, SPACED AT Kl001 = 2, SPACED AT K200. 
IS TECHNOLOGY DEPENDENT SHITCH FOR GROUND 
TO CELL ROWS. 
= I# GROUND BOTH SIDES VIA SHAPE SET. 
= 2, GROUND 6OTH SIDES VIA METAL. 
= 3, GROUND LEFT SIDE VIA METAL. 
= 4, SAME AS 3 PLUS VDD ON RIGHT SIDE. 
IS THE MAXIMUM LINEAk NIDTH OF ALL CELLS 
FOR USINti THIS PROGRAM. 
IS DESIGN DATA INPUT TAPE DSREF b, NOT030. 
IF DESIGN DATA ON CARD SET = 5. 
IS COMMON DATA OUTPUT TAPE DSREF I, NOT035. 
IS COMMON DATA INPUT TAPE DSREF A, NOTO40. 
IS PIN DATA FILE INPUT TAPE DSREF 4, NOT045. 
IS PIN DATA FILE OUTPUT TAPE DSREF d, NOTOSO. 
IS WORK TAPE # 1 DSREF II, NOTOlO. 
IS WORK TAPE # 2 DSREF #, NOTOlS. 
IS WORK TAPE II 3 DSREF A, NOT020. 
IS WORK TAPE LI 4 DSREF #; NOT025. 
IS ARTWORK INST. OUTPUT TAPE II 1 DSREF NOTOSS. 
IS ARTWORK INST: OUTPUT’TAPE I) 2 DSREF NOTO60. 
IS FIX1 CONTROL. 
= 0, FIX B.P. AND ROV:S IN ONE PASS 
= 1, FIX B.P. ON FIRST PASS, FIX ROWS ON 
SECOND PASS. 
IS BYPASS CONTROL FOR CONVERTING CENTER 
TRANSITION TUNNELS, kITH METAL ON BOTH ENDS 
OF TUNNEL, 10 METAL. 
IF < 0 AND IP(I4+99] > 0, DO NOT CONVERT AND 
ROUTE VDD ON CELL ROW. 
IF = 0, CONVERT 8 NO VDD BETkEEN ROWS. 
IF > 0, NOT CONVERT 8 PUT VDD BETNEEN ROWS. 
IF NUMBER OF LEVELS OF ARTWORK. 
IS BYPASS CONTROL TO FORCE ROWS TO BE 
EVEN IN FIXl. 
= 0, IF NECESSARY, FORCE ELEM FROM LONG RON 
INTO SHORT ROW. 
: 1, MOVE ELEM FROM LONG ROvJ INTO OPEN SLOT 
OF SHORT ROW. 
= 2, BYPASS EQUALIZING ROWS. 
IS TECHNOLOGY DEPENDENT SNITCH FOR GENERATING 
SECOND LEVEL TUNNELS. 
= 0, NO SECOND LEVEL: > 0, GENERATE TUNNELS 
ON LEVEL IP(IOt31J. 
IS TECHNOLOGY DEPENDENT CONTROL FOR SPECIFYING 
METAL LEVEL. 
IS TECHNOLOGY DEPENDENT CONTROL FOR SPECIFYING 
PRIMARY TUNNEL LEVEL. 
IS TECHNOLOGY DEPENDENT BORDER TYPE: 
= 1, BULK C-MOS BONDED WIRE. 
= 2, BULK C-MOS BEAM LEAD. 
= 3, PDLY BONDED WIRE. 
=. 4, POLY BEAM LEAD. 
= 5, SOS BONDED WIRE. 
= 6r SOS BEAM LEAD. 
IS BYPASS CONTROL IN ADJUST TO PREVENT 
































































































































= 0, BALANCE CHIP IFI X. 000 2700 
= 1, BYPASS ADJAl 000 2800 
IP(IOt36J IS BYPASS CONTROL FOR ALTERNATE INPUT PATTERN 000 2900 
OF B.P. UN SIDE OF CHIP 000 3000 
= 0, SUBSTITUTE ALTERNATE PATTERN 000 3100 
= lr USE SAME PATTERN 000 3200 
IP(IOt37J IS POLY TECHNOLOGY FOR LEVEL 10 GUARD. 000 3300 
= 0, NO SECOND TUNNEL OR SHAPE SET. 000 3400 
= 1, GENERATE SECONDARY LEVEL OF TUNNELS. 000 3500 
= 2, GENERATE SHAPE SET FOR NON-CELL AREA. 000 3600 
IP(IOt3SJ IS TOP ROh (IF ODD #I GROUND FROM SIDE BYPASS. 000 3700 
= 0, GND ON TOP, BYPASS SIDE GROUND. 000 3800 
= 1, NOT ON TOP, GENERATE ON SIDES VIA 
IP(IOtl4J PARAMETtR. 
IP(Iot39) IS CONTROL TO FORCE B.P. TO BE HFLOCATED ON 
BONDING PAD ROvuS, SO THAT ROUTED &IRE WILL 
MAKE POSITIVE CONTACT BITH R.P. PIN. 
= 0, DO NOT MOVE P.P. 
’ 0, ADJUST POSITION OF B.P. (NOT MORE THAN 
IP(Iot391 UNITS. 
IP(IOt4OJ IS T.E. a~ ZERC ROUTING CHANNEL CONTROL. 
= 0, NO T.E. IN ZERO CHANNEL. 
= I, T.E. FOR CELLS ONLY. 
= 2. T.E. FOR CELLS & BONDING PADS. 
Ip!rot4i) IS-ZERO CHANNEL ROUTING CONTROL. 
= 0, NO ZERO CHANNEL ROUTING. 
= 1, ROUTE CLASS 1 AT ZERO CHANNEL. 
= 2, ROUTE CLASS 1 & 2 AT ZERO CHANNEL. 
3, ROUTE CLASS 2 AT ZERO CHANNEL. 
IP(Iot42) 5 0 IS PAUSE STATEMENT BYPASS. 
IP(Iot43) IS ;HE LINEAR WIDTH RREAK POINT FOR 13 ROWS. 
IP(IOt44J IS THE LINEAR kIOTH BREAK POINT FOR 14 ROWS. 
TP(IOt45J IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 15 ROWS. 
IP(IOt46) IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 16 ROWS. 
IP(IOt47) IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 17 ROWS. 
IPCIOt4BJ IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 18 ROWS. 
IP(IOt49J IS THE LINEAR vJIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 19 ROWS. 
IPCIOtSOJ IS THE LINEAR WIDTH BREAK POINT FOR 20 ROWS. 
IP~IOtSlJ IS PLACE SURFACE OPTION CONTROL; 
= 0, C-MOS/SL-GATE OPTION: CXXXCXCXXXC... 
1, SOS OPTION: CXXCCXXCCXXCC... 
IPCIOt52J : 0 TEST CELL PIN-TO-PIN MULTIPLE OF KZOO. 
IPtIot53J > 0, INTERCHANGE GND/VDD DATA. IF IP(IOt54J 
B I, SET IP~(IOt53J:1, IF < 2, SET.. = 0. 
IP(IOt54J IS GND/VDD LOCATION CONTROL. 
= 0, GND BELOW CENTER - VDD ABOVE. 
= 1, GND ABOVE CENTER - VDD BELOW. 
= 2, PADS IN CORNNERS. VDD BOTTOM-LEFT, GND 
TOP-RIGHT. 
= 3, PADS IN CORNNERS. VDD TOP-LEFT, GND 
BOTTOM-RIGHT. 
IP(Iot55J > 0, ROUTE SHORTEST CLASS 1 NOOES FIRST. 
IP!IOt56) a cl ROUTE CLASS 2 ON ZERO CHANNEL IF IT IS 
THE END PIN. BYPASS IF IP(IOt41J * 1. 
IP(Iot57J > 01 BYPASS REROUTE OF LOW-PROFILE METAL. 
BYPASS IF IP(I4t99J = 0. 
IP!Iot58J * 0, ROUTE SHORTEST CLASS 5 FIRST. 
= 1 B.P. RDti.5 ONLY 
= 2 ALL ROdS. 
IP(Iot59J s 0 IS ODD CELL ROW TO TOP B.P. MODIFIED 








































































. . ; . . . . . . . . -. , . , . . . 
: 
0, EXERCISE 
IP(IOt60) ;S SPECIAL ROUTE FUR CLASS 3 irlHERE ROUTE IS 
000 
000 
BACK-TO-SACK ROW PLUS B.P. THE OPTION, > 0, 000 
lrILL SMASH NODE INTO CLASS 2 t CLASS 6. 000 
’ 0, EXERCISE OPTION, INHERE IP(TOt6OJ IS THE 000 
NUMBER OF THESE PER SIDE ON ROW PAIR. 000 
0, BYPASS. 
IP(IOt61) : 0, 
000 
CALCULATE CROSSOVERS FOR EACH NODE. 000 
FOR GROUND VIA TUNNEL, = # EQUIV. CROSSOVERS. 000 
IPCIOt62) IS ALTERNATE LOCATION OF POtiER TO<B.P. 000 
SEE IP(12t191. 000 
IRCIOt63) B 0, PRINT UNUSED PIN LIST IN INPUT. 000 
IP(IOt641 = 0, BYPASS PIN-TO-TAP Ibi CENTER ROUTING IF 000 
TAP POINT NOT WITHIN ROW LIMITS. 000 
B 0, BYPASS THIS OPTION. 000 
IP(IOt65) IS SIDE BONDING PAD ROUTING CONTROL. 000 
= 0, BYPASS THIS FEATURE. 000 
= 1, PREVENT ROUTE FRO”? $IDE f3.P. TO BE WITHIN 000 
PREVEOUSLY ROUTED ROrJ-TO-ROW ROUTING. 
0400 
0500 
q 2, ;WE ;“,l t DISABLE PIN-TD-TAP ROUTE OF 
IF > 0, HES;T’IP(I4+96) = 0. 
IP(IOt66) B 0, LIMIT LOk PROFILE METAL TO START/END IN 
VERTICAL CHANNEL WHICH DOES NOT CONTAIN 
A TUNNEL. 
IPtIOt67) RE-ROUTE MULTIPLE PINS ON SAME CELL ROW 
TO LOWER HORIZONTAL CHANNEL CONTROL. 
IP(Iot68) : f? 
EXECUTE: B 0, BYPASS. 
, BYPASS PRINT OF OUTPUT DATA. 
IR(IOt691 = 0, FORCE, IF POSSIBLE, ODD CELL ROW TO 
TOP B.R. (VIA CLASS 2, SEE IP(IOt59)l 
TO BE ALL METAL AT CELL ROW. 
IF IPtIOt59J > o, RESET IP(IOt69) = 1. 
IPCIOt70) IS ROW 3/NROk B.P. RDUTING CONTROL. 
= 0, FORCE ROUTE TO B.P. ORDER AND ROUTE 
SINGLE STEP NOT TO CROSS EACH OTHER. 
DOUBLE STEP IS NORMAL ROUTE. 
IF IP(IUt99J = 0, FORCE IP(IOt701 = 1. 
’ 0, BYPASS 
IP!Iot71) IS CONTROL TO OVERRIDE CERTAIN USER OPTIONS, 
SEE INRl!T SUBROUTINE. 
= 0, EXERCISE. 
* O# BYPASS THIS CONTROL. 
IP(IOt72) IS EXTERNAL SORT CONTROL. 
= 0, BYPASS. 
> 0, EXECUTE EXTERNAL SORT OF OUTPUT DATA. 
SEE SORT1 AND ART FUNCTION. 
Ii IS THE STARTING INDEX FOR PLACEMENT PARAMETERS. 
iPCI1 ) IS NUMBER OF 11 DATA. 
IPLIlt 1) IS JRSP SWITCH INITIAL VALUE. 
IPCIlt 21 IS JSL Sv’ITCH INITIAL VALUE. 
IRCIlt 31 IS JBAD LIMIT. 






































000 4300 IPCIlt 5) IS LE INITIAL VALUE. 
IPCIl+ 6) IS FACTOR USED TO DETERMINE LE IF TP(TmJ T TJ o(T7J 4404 
IP(IIt 7) IS LOWER LIMIT OF LE WHEN IP(Ilt5J = 0. 000 4500 
IPCIlt 8) IS LX SCALING FACTOR. 000 4600 
IR(Ilt 9) IS LY SCALING FACTOR. 000 4700 


















IP(IltllJ IS JSWC SWITCH VALUE. 
IP(Iltl2J IS LE INCREMENT VALUE. 
IP(Iltl31 IS LE DECREMENT VALUE. 
IP(Ilt14) IS PLACFMENT PRINT CONTROL. 
IP(Iltl5) IS THE BAD HISTORY INCREMENT VALUE 
IR(Tli16J IS THE BAD HISTORY DECREMENT VALUE 
IP(Iltl7J IS THE DUMMY NODE (FOR SUBDIVIDED CELLS1 
WEIGhTING FACTOR. 
IP(Il+zSJ IS NODE WEIGhTING FACTOR FOR INPUT-B.P. 
IP(Iltl9) IS NODE lrEIGHTING FACTOR FOR OUTPUT B.P. 
IPiIlt20) IS FACTOR USED IN DETERMINING UNIT AREA. 
IP(Ilt21J IS PRESET UNIT AREA. 
IP(Ilt22J IS USED.TO ADJUST ROUNDOFF FACTOR FOR 
S’JBDIVISION OF LONG CELLS. 














300 6200 -- 
000 53mr 
IP(Ilt24) IS NUMBER OF UNIT AREA3 BETWEEN FACING ROWS, 000 6400 
MUST BE a 1 ooo- 6560 - 
IP(Ilt25J IS NUMBER OF UNIT AREAS BACK-TO-BACK ROWS. 000 6dOO 
IP(IIt26J IS NUMBER OF UNIT AREAS ON LEFT SIOE OF ALL 000 6706 
BACK-TO-BACK ROWS. ooq +eoo 
IP(Ilt27J IS NUMBER OF UNIT AREAS ON RIGHT- SibE 6F-AiL---o-Go 691J7j-- 
BACK-TO-BACK ROWS. 000 7000 
IP(Ilt28) IS NUMBER OF SLOTS RESEARVED FOR PHOTO KEY ON- 600 710-D- 
BOTTOM/TOP B.P. ROtiS. 000 7200 
IP(Ilt291 IS NUMBER OF SLOTS RESEARVED FOR TEST TRAN- -600 7306 
ISTERS ON SIDE B.P. ROWS. 000 7400 
IP(Ilt3OJ IS DEFAULT AVERAGE CELL.WTDTH; mm-750-o-- 
IPiIlt31J IS JNTG LIMIT CONTROL. JNTG MUST BE GREATER 000 7600. 
THAN IP(Ilt31J TO ALLOW NEW TRY AT PLACEMENT. 006 77or 
IP(Ilt32J IS BYPASS CONTROL Oh INTERCHANGE OF ELEMENT3 000 7800 
ON EQUALITY IN PLACE. 000 7900 
= 0 EXECUTE INTERCHANGE ON EQUALITY. 000 8000 
= 1 B.YPASS INTERCHANGE. ON EQUALTTY.‘ UUU- BTOO 
IP(Ilt331 IS ODD CELL ROW EXTRA UNIT AREAS. 000 8200 
12 IS THE STARTING INDEX FOR ROUTING PARAMETERS. 
m; m;-- 
006 BSur 
IPCIZ ) IS NUMBER OF 12 DATA. 900 0600 
IP(I2t 1) IS THE METAL-TO-METAL CHANNEL SRACING-ON 000 a700- 
THE ROUTING SURFACE. 000 6800 
IP!IZt 2) ;;R;TEEPIN-TO-PIN SPACING ON ROUTING 6OF a9o’u- 
IP(I2t 3) IS BONDiNG PAD TO BONDING PAD SPACING. 
000 900’0 
IP(I2t 4) IS DISTANCE FROM CHIP CENTER TO START OF ;:: 2i.r 
BONDING PADS ON HORIZONTAL RDNs ok u P 
ORIGIN TO CENTEi ;1F 
uu6-nu-u- 
INITIALLY SET = B.P. PAD 
IPCI2t 5) IS DISTANCE FROM CHIP CENTER TO START OF- -.’ 
000 9400 
mu ?sur 
BONDING PADS ON VERTICAL ROWS OF B.P. 000 9600 
INITIALLY SET = B.P. ORIGIN TO CENTER UFPAD, 000. woo- 
MINUS ADDITIONAL OFFSET FOR TEST TRANSISTOR. 000 9800 
YP(I2t 6) IS AN ARBITRARY X/Y..VALUE UFC-ENTtH OF CHIP 
IP(I2t 7) IS NUMBER OF TUNNEL CHANNELS TO BE GUARDED: 
IPCI2t BJ IS THE Y-DISTANCE OF THE SIDE GROIJNU~FF!UF~‘~~ 
THE CELL ROW ORIGIN. 
IP(I2t 9) IS THE NUMBER OF INDICIES PER STEmDTD-- 
INTERCONNECT B.P. TO NODE IN ADJUSTMENT 
OF CENTER ROUTING SURFACE-UlJE TIJ x m . 
IP(I2tlOJ IS HEIGHT OF CELLS. 
IP[IZtllJ IS Y-DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN OF CELL WC-EMTER 
OF PIN. 
IFCI2t121 IS Y-DISTANCE FROM ORrGTN TJW-T 
000 9wRJ- 
.ooo 0000 
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~ IP~I2tlul 
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IP(I2t25) -~.- _ 
IP(I2t26) 
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METAL CHANNEL. 000 
IS DISTANCE OF FIRST RIGHT END-AROUND VERTICAL 000 
CHANNEL FROM EDGE OF HORIZONTAL CELL ROWS. 006 
IS MINIMUM DISTANCE OF FIRST TUNNEL VERTICAL 000 
CHANNEL FROM LAST END-AROUND CHANNEL. 000 
IS THE MINIMUM DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN OF B.P. 000 
TO NEAREST NON-METAL DEVICE (TUNNEL OR CELL). 000 
IS Y-DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN OF B.P. TO FIRST 000 
METAL CHANNEL. 000 
IS MINIMUM NUMBER OF klRING CHANNELS FOR 000 
CHANGING TUNNEL TO METAL. 
IS B.P. SHIFT (CCW) FOR BEAM LEAD TECHNOLOGY. 
000 
000 
IS Y-DISTANCE FROM B.P. ORIGIN TO HORIZONTAL 000 
GROUND LINE TO CELL kOwS. 000 
IS ADJUSTMENT CONSTANT FOR SIDE ROUTING 000 
X-INCREMENT. USED TO SQUEEZE SIDE CHANh!ELS 000 
CLOSER TC) EACH OTHER (SHOULD NOT BE GREATER 000 
THAN 1 OR LESS THAN 0). 000’ 
IS CORRECTION FOR FIRST SIDE ROUTING CHANNEL. 000 
IS CONTROL FOR MINIMIZING CHANNEL SPACING ON 000 
SIDE ROUTING-SURFACE. SEE POSl. 000 
= 0, MINIMIZE. 000 
= 1, DO NOT MINIMIZE. 000 
IS CONTROL FOR CELL REORIENTATION AND PIN 000 
REASSIGNMENT. SEE SMASHI. 000 
= 0 EXECUTE. 000 
B 0 BYPASS. 000 
IS BYPASS CONTROL ON ORDER OF YRUw B.P. ROUTE. 000 
SEE SMASHi. 000 
= 01 FORCE ROUTE TO R.P. ORDER. 000 
= 1, BYPASS THIS FORCED ROUTE ORDER. 000 
IS BYPASS CONTROL POSSIBLE REDUCTION OF CLASS 000 
3 NODE INTO CLASS 2 & 5, d1TH POSSIBLE 000 
SMALLER CLASS 3 NODE SEGMENT. SEE SMASHl. 000 
3 0, EXECUTE SUSDIVISION OF CLASS 3 NODE. 000 
= I, BYPASS EXECUTION. 000 
IS B.P. REPOSITIONING SWITCH (POPLl). 000 
= 0, BYPASS THIS FEATURE. 000 
= 1, REPOSITION PADS ON ALL SIDES. 000 
= 2, ALSO SHIFT ALL PADS ON ROW TOWARD CENTER. 000 
= 3, ALSO INTERCHANGE PADS BETWEEN ROWS. 000 
= 11, SAME AS 1 8 3, BUT NOT 2. 000 
IS BYPASS CONTROL ON LSI PLACEMENT ALGORITHM 000 
wITH RESPECT TO MINIMUM DISTANCE TO NEAREST 000 
NEIGHBOR ALGORITHM. SEE PLACE/DIST. 000 
= 0, EXECUTE LSI DIST. 000 
= I, EXECUTE MINIMUM DIST. NEAREST NEIGHBOR. 000 
= 2, EXECUTE DRIVER CENTERED LSI DIST. 000 
IS BYPASS CONTROL ON RESORT OF LINE DATA 000 
IN SORTl. 000 
= 0, EXECUTE RESORT. 000 
= 1, BYPASS. 000 
IS EXECiBYPASS CONTROL ON STEP 28 IN POCl. 000 
= 0, EXECUTE FUR ALL CENTER ROWS. 000 
= 1, EXECUTE ONLY FOR B>P. ROWS. 000 
=. 2, BYPASS. 000 
IS Y-DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN OF B.P. TO CENTER 000 
OF PIN. 000 
IS DISTANCE OF FIRST LEFT END-AROUND VERTICAL 000 





























































IF IP(IOtl4I = 3, SET IP(I2t13) = IP(I2tl) 000 7000 
47 
IP(I2t32) IS MINIMUM NUMBER OF WIRING CH4NNELS FOR 000 7100 
CHANGING TUNNEL AT PIN TO METAL. IP(I2+!7)- 000 7200 
MUST ALSO HE ’ 0. 000 7300 
IP!I2+33) IS SPACING CONSTANT USED TO ADJUST FIRST 000 7400 
METAL CHANNEL FROM ODD CELL ROW. 000 7500 
000 7600 
13 IS THE STARTING INDEX FOR RO;N RELATED DATA. THESE DATA 000 7700 
ARE STORED ROW BY ROWl IN ROW ORDER. DATA FOR ROW 2 000 7800 
FOLLOVJS RON 1 DATA, ETC. SAME DATA FOR EACH ROW MUST 000 7900 
BE IN SAME ORDER.IP(I3) IS THE NUMBER OF DATA STORED 000 8000 
FOR EACH HON. TO FXTRACT, FOR EXAMPLE, DATA ITEM 3 000 8100 
FOR ROW 6, M3 = 13 t !6-1) l IP(I31 t 3 000 8200 
000 8300 
IP(I3 ) IS THE NUMBER OF IhDICIES FOR EACH ROW DATA. 000 8400 
TP(M3t 1) IS THE Y-COORDINATE OF ROW (X FOR RON‘l/2). 000 8500. 
IPiM3t 2) IS THE NORMAL CELL ORIENTATION FOR ROH. 000 8600 
IP(M3t 3) IS THE PEVERSE CELL ORIENTATION FOR ROW. 000 8700 
IP(M3t 41 IS THE NO. OF LEFT END-AROUND i%‘IRES FOR ROW. 
IP(M3t 5) IS THE NO. OF RIGHT END-AROUND WIRES FOR ROW. %I %i 
IP(M3+ 6) IS .THE X-INDEX OF LEFT END OF i?OL(Y FOR l/2). 000 9000 
IP(M3t 7) IS THE X-COORD OF LEFT END OF ROW (Y FOR l/2-). 000 9100 
IP(M3t 8) IS THE X-INDEX OF FIRST LEFT END-AROUND NODE. 000 9200 
IP(M3t 9) IS THE X-INDEX OF FIRST RIGHT END-AROUND NODE. 000 9300 
IP(M3tlO) IS THE X-INDEX OF RIGHT END OF ROa(Y FOR l/2). 000 9400 
IPiM3tll) IS THE WIDTH OF ALL CELL ON ROk. 000 9500 
IP(M3t12) IS X-COORD OF FIRST LEFT END-AROUND NODE. 000 9600 
IP(M3tl3) IS X-CO@RD OF FIRST RIGHT END-AROUND NODE. 000 9700 
IPiM3t14) IS OPTION IP(IOt60) COUNTER. IF ROti IS EVEN, 000 9800 
COUNT IS # 76 SIDE ROW 1. If RON I.5 ODD, 000 9900 
COUNT IS P TO SIDE RON 2. SEE OPTION IP(IOt60) 000 0000 
FOR FURThER DETAILS. 
IP(M3+15-) PLACEMENT Y-INDEX OF RON (X FOR RON l/2). 
IP(M3tl6) PLACEMENT LEFT X-INDEX OF ROW (Y FOR i/2). 
IP(M3tl7) PLACEMENT RIGHT X-INDEX OF ROW(Y FOR l/2). 
IP(+I3+18) PLACEMENT NON-VALID ROW Y-INDEX. 
IP(M3tl9) IS X-COORO. OF LAST LEFT END-AROUND NODE. 
IP(M3t20) IS X-COORD. OF LAST RIGHT END-AROUND NODE. 
I4 Is THE STARTING INDEX FOR CHIP/ARTwORK.PARAMETERS. 
Ip(I4. ) IS NUMBER OF 14' DATA. 
IP(I4t 1) IS X STEP ii REPEAT, INCREMENT OF IP(I4t91) 
IP(I4t 2) IS Y STEP & REPEAT, INCREMENT OF IP(I4t91) 
IPiIOt 3) IS ONE HALF WIDTH OF STREET, 
IP(I4t 4) IS Y-DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF CHIP-RESERVED - 
FOR TEST RESISTOR. 
IP(IUt 5) IS Y-DISTANCE ABOVE CENTER OF CHIP TO TOP 
OF TLST RESISTOR BONDING PAD. 
IP(I4t 6) IS Y-DISTANCE AROVE CENTER OF CHIP To BOTTOM 
OF TEST RESISTOR D.P. 
IP(I4t 7) IS l/2 NIDTH OF TEST RESISTOR. 
IP!I4+ 8) IS MINIMUM Y STEP Lc REPEAT FOR PHOTO KEY TO 
SE LOCATED WIT,HIN MASKING BORDER. 
IjJ(I4t 9) IS WIDTH OF MASKING BORDER. 
IP(I4tlO) IS WIDTH OF Nt(NOT) INSIDE STREET. 
IP(X4tll) IS l/2 NIDTH/HiIGHT OF PHOTO KEY. 
IP(I4tl2) IS Y-DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF STREET TO 
CENTER OF PHOTO KEY, KEY INSIDE CHIP. 
IP(I4t13) IS X-DIST OF GND PAD FROM CENTER OF STREET. 
IP(I4t14) IS Y-DIST UF GND PAD BELOk CENTER OF CHIP. 


































IPCI4+15) IS ORIENTATION OF GNO PATTERN. 000 3200 
IPiIUtlb) IS X-DIST OF VDD PAD FROM CENTER OF STREET. 
IPi14tl7) Is Y-~1s~ OF VDD PAD ABOVE tinier OF CHIP. 
__ poo 3300 ---.- 
000 3400 
ALSO Y-DIST. CORRECTION FOR IP(IOt54) a 1 QOO 350_0. 
IP(IUtl8) IS ORIENTATION OF VDD PATTERN. 




IP(I4t20) IS Y-DIST OF P-TT ABOVE CENThR OF CHIP. 000 3800 
IP(I4t21) IS ORIENTATION OF P-TT. PATTERN,... 9.90 1900 
IPiIUt22) IS X-DIST OF N-TT FROM CENTER OF STREET. 
--. -. 
000 4000 
IPiI4t23) IS Y-DIST OF N-TT ABOVE CENTER OF CHIP. 
IP(I4t24) IS ORIENTATION OF N-TT PATTERN. :i: t:g 
IP(I4+25) IS X/Y-DIST OF CHIP ALIGNMENT KEYS FROM -000 420_&- 
STREET OR FROM EACH OTHER. 000 4400 
IP(IUt26) = 0, CHIP IS SQUARE, > 0 FOR RECTANGULAR,._ _--DO0 4500 
IPiI4t271 IS X-DIST OF RCA PATTERN FROM CENTER OF STREET 000 4600 
IF = 0, BYPASS RCA PATTERN. 000 4700 
IP(I4t28) IS Y-DIST OF RCA PATTERN FHOM CENTER OF STREET 000 4800 
IPiI4t29) IS ORIENTATION OF RCA PATTERN. 000 4900 
IPiI4t301 IS X-DIST OF ATL PATTERN FROM CENTER OF STREET 000 SO00 
IP(IUt31) IS Y-DIST OF ATL PATTERN FRDM CENTEP OF ,STREET 009 ,SelOO._ 
IP(I4t321 IS ORIENTATION OF ATL PATTERN. 000 5200 
IP(I4t331 IS Y-DIST OF 1ST DIGIT ID FROM CENTER STREET. 000 5300 
IS X-INCREMENT BETWEEN DIGITS OF ID. 
IS X-OFFSET OF CHIP FROM NORMAL CHIP ORIGIN. 
IS Y-OFFSET OF CHIP FROM NORMAL CHIP ORIGIN. 
IS X-POSITION (ABSOLUTE) OF START DF SYMBOL 
DATA FROM LONER LEFT CORNER STREET CENTER; 
MODIFIED BY CHIP SCALE FACTORS. 
IS Y-POSITION (ABSOLUTE) OF START Of SYMBOL 
DATA BELOW LDWER LEFT CORNER STREET CENTER; 
MODIFIED !3Y CHIP SCALE FACTORS. 
IS l/2 X-STEP 
IS l/2 Y-STEP 
- 
IS HALF WIDTH OF LEVEL 12 BORDER. 
IS GAP OF VDD LINE To CROSS GROUND PAD. 
DISTANCE FROM EDGE OF CELL ROW TO VERTICAL 
CHANNEL FOR GROUND. 
IS SCALE OF CHIP. 
IS SCALE FOR ALL LINE SETS. 
IS SCALE FUR ALL’SHAPE SETS. 
IS APERTURE NUMBER FOR LEVEL 2 P LINES 
IS APERTURE NUMBER‘FOR LEVEL 3 Nt (NOT) LINES 
IS APERTURE NUM9ER FOR LEVEL 6 METAL LINES 
IS APERTURE NUMBER FOR LEVEL 6 GROUND LINES. 
IS 1/2 X STEP 8 REPEAT t X-OFFSET.- 
IS l/2 Y STEP 8 REPEAT t y-OFFSET. 
IS ARTNORK CODE FOR COMPONENTS CMUST=lOOl. 
IS ARTHORK CODE FOR TUNNELS. 
IS ARTHlORK CODE FOR METAL. 
IS ARTWORK CODE FOR GROUND. 
IS ARTWORK CODE FOR VDD. 
IS RADIUS OF TUNNEL APERTURE 
IS RADIUS OF GROUND LINE APERTURE. 
IS NUMBER OF COMPONENTS GENERATED. 
IS NUMBER OF TUNNEL LINES GENERATED. 
IS NUMBER OF METAL-LINES GENERATED. 
IS NUMBER OF GROUND- LINES GENERATED. -- - -- 











































































Ip(Iut68) IS APERTURE NUMBER FOR LEVEL 6 .VDD LINES. 000 9300 
IP!I4+69) IS Y-DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF S_TI1_EET TO CENTER 000 9UOO 
OF PHOTO KEYf KEY OUTSIDE CHIP. 
___-_- -_.._ - 
ooii .-Em- 
IPC14t70) IS DISTANCE OF VDD L,INE END POINT FROM. GROUND _..DO-O 9600 
PATTERN ORIGIN. 
_. - - 
000 9700 
IP(I4t71) IS LEVEL 1 x-OFFSET FOR GROUND SHAPE SET. 
IPiI4t72) IS LEVEL 1 Y-OFFSET FOR GROUND SHAPE Sit. 
000 aJo0 
ooil 9988 
IPi14t731 IS LEVEL 2 X-OFFSET FOR GROUND SHAPE SET. 000 0000 
IPiI4t74) IS LEVEL 2 Y-OFFSET FOR GROUND- SHA-pe- SET.-- -m-Om- 
IP(IUt751 IS LEVEL 3 X-OFFSET FOR GROUND SHAPE SET. 
Ip(I4t76) Is LEVEL 3 Y-OFFSET FOR GROUND SHAPE SET. 
000 q+oo 
006. 0300 
IP(I4t77) IS LEVEL u x-OFFSET FOR GROUND SHAPE SET. 000 0400 
IPiI4t78) IS LEVEL 4 Y-OFFSET FOR GROUND SHAPE SET. .ooo 0500- 
IPCI4t79) IS LEVEL 5 X-OFFSET FOR GROUND SHAPE SET. 000 ObOO _. _-.- 
IPiI4t80) IS LEVEL 5 Y-OFFSET FOR GR0UN.D SHAPE SET:‘- -.----iii i~fij8-- 
IP(IUt81) IS CELL-TO-CELL SPACING CONSTANT. CELL 
DESIGN DEPENDtNT CCELLrTO-CELL OVERLAP). 
IP(I4t82) IS LEFT SIDE END-CAPCCELL DESIGN DEPENDENT) 
SPACING CONSTANT. FUNCTION OF 
CELL-TO-CELL OVERLAP. 




IPCI4t84) IS Y-DIST OF BOTTOM/TOP GROUND LINE FROM 
CENTER OF STREET. 
IP(I4tPS) IS X-DIST OF SIDE VDD LINE FROM CENTER OF 
STREET. 
IP(14t86) IS Y-DIST OF BOTTOM/TOP VDD LINE FROM-- - -- 
CENTER OF STREET. 
IP(Iut87) IS X-DIST OF SIDE a.p. ORIGIN FROM CENTER 
OF STREET. 
IP(I4t88) IS Y-DIST OF BOTTOM/TOP B.P. ORIGIN FROM 
CENTER OF STREET. 
IPCI4t89) IS HALF THE WIDTH OF LEVEL 8 BORDER. 
IPiIUt90) IS APERATURE NUMBER FOR SYMBOL DATA. 
IP(I4t911 IS STEP % REPEAT’ INCREMENT 
IPii4t92j IS BYPASS FOR CHIP KEYS. 
= 0, GENERATE ALL. 
= I, BYPASS IP(IStl6). -. - 
= 2, BYPASS ISAND 16. 
= 3, BYPASS 14, 1.5 8 lb. 
4, BYPASS 13, i4 15, 8 16. 
IP(I4t93) fs ATL PATTERN EiYPhS. 
= 0, GENERATE 
1, BYPASS. 
IP(I4t941 ;S RTCAl CONTROL 
. 
= 0, SET FOR MINiMUM Y-ROUTE. 
= 1, SET FOR MINIWM CROSS ON SIDE ROUTE. 
IPCI4t95) IS PRINT CONTROL OF “PICTURE” OF CHIP. 
= 0, PRINT 
= 1: BYPASS 
IP(I4t961 IS BYPASS CONTROL OF REROUTE OF SIDE- B.P; .- 
lN~oPosl* = , BYPASs. 
= ii EXECUTE. 
IP(IUt97) IS CONTROL FOR EXECUTION OF TONGUE-IN-GROOVE 








































uuu -49uu = 0, EXECUTE MINIMUM Y-DIST. BETrlEEN ROkS;- 
1, BYPASS THIS FEATURE. 
IP(I4t98) ;S CONTROL FOR GENERATING Er’IDE TUNNEL SEGMENTS ::: ;!:k! 
= 01 RYPASS. 000 5200 
* 0, NIDEN SIDE OF TUNNEL BY RADIUS, IPC14i58lrUOc 5300 
50 
OF TUNNEL APERTUREI WHEN TUNNEL SEGMENT 
IS IP(I4t98J UNITS L_ONG O_R LONGER, _ ~__. 
IP!IUt99J IS LOW PROFILE-METAL ON ROW FOR POSSIBLE 
REDUCTION OF TUNNEL LENGTHS. 
= O# 0YPASS 
’ 01 MOVE METAL, IP(I4t99J INDICIES OR 
WIDER, CLCISER TO CELL ROW. 
IF = 0, SET IP!IOt57J = 1 AND IPtIOt7OJ = 1. _ _ .._- _ 
IS IS THE STARTING INDEX FOR PATTERN DATA PARAMETERS. 
IR(I5 J IS NUMBER OF 15 DATA. 
1pi15t 1) IS THE f3ASIC INPUT PAD PATTERN NUMBER 
IP(ISt 2) IS THE INPUT PAD PATTERN # FOR SIDE ROtiS; 
IP(ISt 
_ -- _ 
3) IS BONDING PAD PATTERN NO; LONER LIMIT. 
IP(I5t 4) IS LOWER LIMIT FOR OUTPUT BONDING PADS. 
1PI1st 5) IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR VDD SUBSTRATE TAP. 
IP(I5t 6) IS PATTERN NUMEJER FOR TUNNEL END 
IP(I5t 7) IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR PHOTO ALIGNMENT KEY 
IP(ISt 8) IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR END CAP 
IF = 0, BYPASS END CAP GENERATION. 
IP(I5t 9) IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR GROUND I3.P. 
IPlISt 101 IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR VDD B.P. 
IPiiSt ilJ IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR P-TEST TRANSISTOR 
IPiI5t 121 IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR N-TEST TRANSISTOR 
IP(I5t 13) IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR CHIP ALIGNMENT KEY # 1 
IP(I5t 14) IS PATTERN NUYBER FOR CHIP ALIGNMENT KEY I 2 
IPiI5t 151 IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR CHIP ALIGNMENT KEY II 3 
IP(ISt 16) IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR CHIP ALIGNMENT KEY # 4 
IP(ISt 17) IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR RCA 
IP(ISt 18) IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR ATL 
IP(ISt l9J.IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR BASIC ID OATA 
I6 IS STARTING INDEX FOR‘CAPACITIVE PARMETERS. 
IP(I6t 3-J IS l/2 CAPACITANCE OF A TUNNEL END. 
IPtI6 J IS NUMBER OF 16 DATA. 
IP(I6t 1) IS CAPACITANCE PER LINEAR 1OTH MIL OF METAL. 



















































IPiI6t 4) IS TOTAL LENGTH OF METAL LINES (MAXIMUM = MAX) 000 
IP(I6t 5) IS OVERFLOW OF IP(I6tOJ = # OF MAX 000 
IP(I6t 6) IS TOTAL LENGTH OF TUNNEL LINES (MAXIMUM q MAXJooO 
IP(I6t 7) IS OVERFLOW OF IP(Ibt6) = # OF MAX 000 
IP(I6t 81 IS TUNNEL tN0 COUNT 000 
000 
IPIN(IX,IyJ: 000 
THIS ARRAY IS USED TO STORE PIN DATA FOR EACH PATTERN USED 000 
IN THE DESIGN OF THE CHIP. IX IS A RUNNING INDEX. PIN DATA 000 
ARE STORED ONE AFTER ANOTHER. THE LAST PIN OF THE PATTERN 000 
IS A NON-ACTIVE PIN AND SPECIFIES THE X/Y SPAN OF THE PATTERN 000 
--- -WITH RESPECT TO THE PATTERN ORIGIN. THE REFERENCE PIN (NON; 000 0406 
ACTIVE) MUST HAVE A PIN REASSIGNMENT OF ZERO. THE FDRMAI OF 000 0500 
THE PIN DATA READ FROM CARDS OR TAPE IS C514,lOA4,141. THE 000 0600 
DATA .READ IN ARE: PATTERN NO., PIN NUMBER, PIN REASSIGNMENT 000 0700 
FLAG, PIN X-COORDINATE FROM PATTERN ORIGINI PIN Y-COORDINATE 000 0800 
FROM PATTERN ORIGIN/ PIN CAPACITANCEI PATTERN DESCRIPTION AND 000 0900 
TECHNOLOGY CODE. 
_ ~. .- _ 
.-000 1om 
000 1100 
FOR THE I PATTERN, STORAGE STARTING AT POSITION IXI- 000 1200 
IPIN(IX,lJ IS PATTERN NUMBER FOR I PATTERN. 000 1300 
IP1~11x,21 Is A 0F PINS IN PATTERN I, ACTXVE RrNSt r. 000 1400 
51 
IPIN(IXt3) INDEX LOCATION OF START OF It1 PATTERN. 000 lS'b0 
IPIN(IXtJ,lJ REASSIGNMENT FLAG FOR PIN J. 000 1600 
FOR REF. PIN MAY PE USED TO INDICATE NUfdER 000 1700 
OF DEVICES ON CELL = - # DEVICES. 000 1800 
IPINYR = 1 000 1900 
IPIN(IXtJ,2) X-COORDINATE OF PIN J FROM PATTERN ORIGIN. 000 2000 
IPINYX = 2 000 2100 
IPIN(IXtJ,3J IMPEDAYCE OF PIN J / REF. PIN- YeCOORD. 000 2200 
-FOR IMPEDANCE: 000 2300 
FIRST TN0 DIGITS ARE PIN RESISTANCE IN X.X K-OHMS. 000 2400 
SECOND TWO.DIGITS ARE PIN CAPACITANCE IN .XX PICO-F.000 2500 
000 2600 IPINYC = 3 
IPINYY = 3 




NODE(IXJ CONTAINS NODE DATA AS kELL AS ELEMENT-PIN CONNECT- 
IVITY AMONG DEVICES FOR THE NODE. ALL NODE DATA ARE STACKED 
ONE AFTER THE OTHER IN THE NODE(IXJ ARRAY. 
AS AN EXAMPLE, SAY THE J NODE HAS A STARTING ADDRESS OF-K 
TN ARRAY NODE(IXJ. THEN: 
NODE(K) CONTAINS THE “OLD” LENGTH OF NODE J. 
NODE(KtlJ CONTAINS THE “NEW” LENGTH OF NODE J. 























ELEMENT OF NODE J. SAY THIS IS LOCATION L. 
NODE(Kt3) CONTAINS THE WEIGHTING FACTOR FOR NDUE J. 
NoDE(Kt4) THROUGH NODE(LtlJ CONTAINS THOSE ELEMENT-PIN 
CONNEcTIVITY.DATA (IN ELEM-PIN PAIRS) OF NODE JO00 4900 




NOTE: 000 5400 
IN ORDER TO CHANGE THE UPPER LIMITS OF ANY ARRAY IN THIS 000 5500 
PROGRAM, EACH AFFECTED DIMENSION STATEMENT MUST SE 000 5600 
CHANGED AND THE AFFECTED UPPER LIMIT VARIABLES MUST BE 000 5700 
CHANGED. IN ORDER TO HELP MAKE THESE CHANGES, COMMENT 000 5800 
CARDS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN AT STATEMENTS SETTING WP-ERLIAIrS - 000 590-U-- 
OF ARRAYS. THE FORM OF THESE COMMENTS ARE (FOR EXAMPLE): 000 6000 
000 6100 
POSSIRLE OTHER POSSIDLE OTHER UPPER ARRAY 000 6200 
LIMITS AFFECTED ARRAYS AFFECTED: LIMIT: NAME: 000 6300 
000 6400 





C 000 6800 
52 
VI. PR2D EXAMPLE DESIGN LAYOUTS 
A. NO02 - 4-Bit Adder 
rali0 HAY 1 
JOR MART1N.E 8 
f178 lb=onO8 
CS020tflAST/C~Dt.l 
LrnIT ~TI~Ealylr (COREJAOI 
APSIGN F16, (DCVICE,t.B) 
ASSIGN Ftl, fFtLE,DECGOEl, LblJTIN), fsrVr1 
A.SSInN FtS, IDrvlCE,CRt 
-- ASSTGN’~~~,~CILE,NB~O~~~,~GII~I~~;;~AVE~ 
ASSIGN Flls, tFILE,NOT8~5l, fEllTIN), rnAVLl 
ASSIGN Fl26, t;ILE,NOTO901, tBlrTINb, inAVE 
ABS~GN Flesr IF!LE,NBTS~~), IOIITINI, ;eAvkl 
ASSIGN F130, IF!LE,DESIGN), f IN) 
ASSIQN F135, (FILE,C~%II~NI), IBIIT), (SruEl 
- ASS~ Fl40, IFIL.E,CBMONPI, IrNl 
ASSIGN FI~~~(FILEIS~SAWPDF,~~ULD~,;?N) 
ASSIGN FISO,(FILE,SOSSWPDF~),~~UT)~~SA~~~ 
ASSIGN FI55,(FTLE,AWRKlX), (I?lITIN), raAVEl 
AESIQN FI6O,IFTLE,AWRK?C~,tDt~TI~~~imAVEI 
_. .-. -- 
A 
PCL 
CdPJ NdO2 Tt3 LP 
.._._. - _--.-. --- ._._ 
JOB MARTlN,EC~S02O~~AST/CA~~,l 
LrMlT LT!ME,lSl, lC8R~,601 
ASSIGN F16r tOEV1CE,LG1 
ASSIGN Ft~,tFILE,DECBDCl,IRLlT1N~,i~AVE~ 
ASSlaN FtS, IbEVICEaCR) 
.- .ASsTt3N FtlO, rF~LE,~~T~lOl, tRUTrNl,iSAVEle 
AMrON F~~SJ~FILE,NOT~~~),~~UT~N~~~SAVE~ 
ASSIGN Ft20, IFIL~,~bTS20), LI~JT~NIT~SAVEI 
ARSIQN Ft25,fFILE,~ST~25~rt~UTINt~~SAvEl 
ASSIGN FlJo, ~rIl.E,DESTGN), (TN) 
ASSION Ft35,IFILE,C6MbNll, taUTI, (RrVE) 




- -- .- -.- --.- 
A9SlGN Ft~5,r~IL~,AWRKlX!,fMJTINt~~SAVEl 
ASSTGN Ft60, tFILEaAWQY2C), laUTfN)YiSAVEl 
PCL 
caTr-ffrPCP -- --- 
CND 
-. RUN ~rvt,tnPRpBe,l3BUin) 
BEG IN PRZD INPUT DATA 
I - -.-- - --- -- -- ..--- 
DATi I 





IVA (18) AND SECTION V. 
FOR FORMAT AND EFECTS OF EACH PARAkkR. - 
-- ___~ 
497 0 1 
54 
3 14 1 
tAYQ.q CONTROL PARAMETERS (CONTINUED) 
TtTLE CARD 
1 9 6 io 
1 5 12 
1 7 B-33 
.__. 1 4- 
5 14 
5. id 




SEE SECT tONlV& 
.-. -. -.. - ._-- 
-peL.-- -- - ..' 
OCLETE Nbrbio 




























TWb.DIM~NS!ONAL PI-ACEMFNT 6 RbUT!Nd - 
_ .--___-_-___ _ - . __ _ --_- _~ WR!tTlN BY1 RICHARD NOT9 
---- E~~~~~ - I bFi CbRPi - 
I FmNT f COOPER STSI __. -. ~.. 
CiMDLN, Nm or OalOi 
PWONC ND@ ¶ fAn9) 963dDDD 
EXTi NO* I Pi’ 6755 













0 BXT ADDER -__ -. .- 
PIN DAYA FOR PATTERNS _ ___ - - ..-. 
mR2D tr*T RUN PAac. bf~j- -..lm 
uSED dN CHIPI ._ --- - 
_- a_ i ?ATTERN 12~~ 01 -/ ti ___- .-. 
PIN RESN’ X. 
P*K - - -. --_..~ .-- .-_____- - .--- 
Nrng __---.._ FL!& !!lt_. J!Y!‘~~---..-- -- 
X PIN 
. FLAO 019T lHP* 
.- ___- _____ 
- -~__ 
3 2 15 0 
4 3 35 0 
~- --~. -- ~.. 
CATTERN 23if1 al 
60 
4 811 ADDER pR2D TiRT RUN 
P!N DATA FOR PAtTaRNS 1lSEb BIJ CHIPI 
PATTERN 9Din *@ 
PIN, RESN 
No. FLAQ dT 
1 0 
P 1: 3 Q :: 
PATTERN 9b7b l I 
PIN REBN 
NO. CLAQ Ol:T 
1 
? 1: 2: 
3 l 2 BO 










_-- -..... - _..-,_ -__- . . ..__ 
4 BIT ADDER pR2D tiiT RUN 
ELEMENT TU PATTERN ASSTQNMENTI ._- . ttrn PTRN ORD. RnW ELFM PTRN ORD. Rbk I.. 
1 2310 0 --.- - -. . 
5 1240 0 _____ _. _--._ ._. 
9 is30 Q 
i3 2310 Q 
17 0 Q _-_- 
21 0 0 
21 0 0 
P9 0 0 ______- - -- -. 
33 0 0 
37. 0 0 -. 
bl 0 0 
rB > 0 0 __- 
b9’ 0 0 __--- - 
I3 0 0 __ ___.-- 
07 0 0 --- -. 

















P 2310 o 
4 1330 .a- 
Ii? 1330 0 
ri 2310 o 
li 0 o-, 
Pi 0 0 
2* 0 0 
35 0 0 
si 0 0 
si 0 0 
0 3 2310 
0 7 5330 _--___ 
0 11 23lV 
0 15 v 
0 _. P - -5 
0 23 V 
0 27 u 
. 
0 Q 4 2310 _- _..P.-._ a.--- 
LQ-- a 1330 0 0 
9 0 12 2310 9 9 .__ 
.O 0 16 0 -0 0 
..o 0 _ 20 0 0 0 -__--.__ -.- 
0 a 24 9 Q o_ ._ 
9 0 - 25 1. J----O- !L--- 
0 31 U 0 d 32 0 0 0 
. ’ 
.Q 35 0. __ .o 1 0.. -3‘ - -3. ..- 0 - .o- 
0 3) 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 -- .-- 
4; 0 0 0 43 u 0 0 44 0 0 0 
ri 0 0 0 $7 v 0 0 48 0 0 0 
56 0 Q -0 “I .-u .o P _. ,.?_a_. . ..!L o_ . __ 9. . 
5; 0 0 0 55 u 0 0 56 0. 0 0 . . _- . - _--_ __~-- 
51 o Q o 59 V 0 0 60 0 0 0 - - - - - .-- .- .- 
6; 0 0 0 63 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 - - -. _. - - ._ .- -... ----.- - 
II5 0. 0 0 6r, 0 CJ 0 67 0 0 0 68 0 0 0 
PAQE NB. 3 . 
-. __ _-.-- 
62 
b BIT ADDER, PRZD t;iT RUN PAaE Nor 
ELEHLNT Tb PATTIRN ASSrGNMLNTt ,. .__ 
t~rii PiRN ORD, Row EL& PTQN ORB, ROW ,,, 
._ --..- .--. - - ..- - 
















4 Bit ADDCR PROD TrnT RUN 
NODE LIST1 






















































PAQE Nor 5 
_--. .- 
PIN ELiPI pIi+ 01. 
: 5 




r, BIT ADDER pR2D T;fiT RUN 
66 
71th Ulh? WIT2 2r N2bI 
ii : n 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
: 10s 
0, 0 









. . - -__-..--__- 
I JTT ADDER mR2D lezT RUN 









u 0 c 
0 0 3 
Ulfe c 
: 0 c C 0 0 0 
0 0 C 
OIST.9 
PA&E NO* 8 















r? 911 ADDED m72D TC~T RUN ‘AGE NO* 9 
LCNOTWe II u 1NT.e 344,J9cm=b, ID’ :‘. nIS1.v 402’ u ‘33llO INTea Z9, l LOU INT . 152 
CLACCHLNTI 
n 0 108 0 In3 0 io6 
Looooo 
u10* 0 





C : fJ 
: 1: 4 9 
C 
3 1: 0 
0 0 I1 II 13 Ii! 2 8 7 
10: 0 0 
II0 0 0 : : 
9 0 u 0 
: 0 0 u 
0” 
0 
0 n 0 II2 - iii $ 702 v 1,: c 
TOTAL Wlb UNIT2 BV YODFI 
3 5 ? 0 
18 24 $1 3: : 10 








54 hh7 I 119 2 46 2 III z U8 2 09 2 50 2 05 2 
55 IO:: I (15 3 51 3 
5n I 1?5 2 E 5 57 11 58 u b7 3 07 5 59 u u5 5 
57 101 1 u b 3 3 
5n 111 I 51 u 46 u 57 3 70 3 
69 
4 III ADDLR rR2D r;iT RUN 
LLNGTHr or I 1NT.m rolr JRRbmL, TSTAL 
PLACEMENT I 
TOTAL WIRE UNITS BY NODCI 
70 
ACTUAL u!Rt UNITS a 143 143 
TOTAL WJRL UNITS BY MmlrI --- 
I 6 10 10 
.- 3 4 F 6 t 7 






END W P~ACEWNTI 
71 
I 
4 811 ADDER M2D T&T RUN PAGE NO* .ll 
START OF FIX1 SUBRbUTINEI 
END OF FIXl- SUBROUTINtr 
72 
4 OTT ADD2R mR2D TCZT QUN 













PAGE ’40s 12 












END OF PCW-PLACE SUBROUTINE, 
74 
4 BiT ADDER rRgD ~ikT RUN PAGE NOa 13 
START OF ROUTE FUNCTION1 
STAR? $HA8bil I 
75 
4 BIT ADDER rRtD tiit RUN 
CELL RI!.DRIPNTATII?N / prk RF-A~SZGNHENTI . - - - _ __ . _ 
iA@ NO. 14 
- --. 
- ---__ ..___ ___.____ _-_ ____ 
~-_ 
7 
9 _ .._~. - 
12 .--- . 
13 
- 
ROW / PIN REIASSIGNM~NT 








_~..-. -~ - 
.-” 3 ___ ..- . - _.- _ ----- -___- 
rl 
-4 __. ..~ .^ _--- _- 
rl _ _ _ _ _. . __ --- 
95 --. - - ..- E~~~,~ ~- -. 
STAR+ bl CENTER ReuTINar - --- - .-- 
END RF CfNlER ROUTXNG~ - _. - 
STARFeF- CrDr -I----- 
END RF t3IDg RBUTTNOm 
END RdutE WNCTIbNo 
76 
4 BIT Abbfa iR2D tiiT RUN PAGE NO. 1s 
E?ART OC ART FUNCTIDN# 
77 
- -. 









4 Sft ADDER CR20 ?riT RUN 
80 




4 BIT ADDER PROD Trqf RUN PAGE NO* 20 
START ART1 
82 
4 Bit ADDER PRSD TrRT RUN 




























































































































































































OISOO 632 256 
OQBOC 6b2 256 
oasoo 149 276 


















4 ITT ADDER PRED Tcet RUN PAGE Nb* 22 


























































































































































































































4 BIT AQDCR pR2D TraT RUN 
AWMRK INSTRUCTION DATA! 
0*010 433 439 
09010 BOO 439 
092B0 401) 655 
0 -196016HSlATL 2;iVL-ir 








































































4 BIT ADDER Pn2D TEST RUN 
END LEVEL1 
!WM!WL 































































!I- --3m ia6 
- 
18 355 172 :oo :tr 
i9 385 165 
Xt: 
22 
:z- - in6 
4 340 p. 166-- 
385 hrn-- Ff---- .-. .--- 16& 
1--.r 




92 400 :t;: - in6 
23 40s 340 
;-. - 
:z I3 405 37s - - . . -. -- - 6 -.__----__-._ 
4 811 ADDER PR2D TrsT RUN 










































































































































































































0 ;1~6til6~5l~tL B;TVL-31 4 BIT ADDER PM20 TEST Rljy 
0 -1y6fj16wSirtL 2ZiVLm48 
p&WL3 











4 8ft ADDER PR2b Tiet RUN 
---.- ‘3 ‘. -ail b-0 
: 850 
8Sr, :I: 
t 800 0 2cI9 540 
8 0 SLO ~ _--. - _ 
I 10 - 
: -Stj fJ 271 
271 
3 40 -SO 
-.+.- po” -SO 
ii1 
6 Bon 271 
- 7 100 0 
PAQE ‘NO@ 2s 






-.. --. -_-_ .-# 
243 
244 





-: 142 L 378 
4 149 Et 
.:: 
___..- 
~- 14~ 49 IT) 333 
13- 
:I 
, -~4T --ia I- -. _ 6 IS9 242 T---‘ 





8 169 270 
r-lr OF-- .--.- --__--__ .--.-.--._ -- .-- . . _. -4--- 
.pp--+. ;;;- 347 
10 179 :tr: 
.- - :s 
z- =7g 189 _.. ii9 1n1 f3 
11 liar.- -. -.. __.----.- -_._--__ 
--.A 4: rio 
34Q 
--*---- 
ia 242 304 x 
la 

























4 BIT rooei, PR2D Trqf RUN 
































































































































































it SOS 1ia 
42 SOS 172 
43 505 347 

































ARTWORK YNSTRUCTlON DATA1 ..--- 
48 361 
42 i:z m4 
49 565 144 
sx 
565 151 
59s 3n9 --- _.. 
SO 59s 382 









24 612 2rr6 
6i$ 199 
622 172 








60 642 270 








63 659 1AS 
































35'. .’ _ 
3:: 














































-- .--_- ..--- - -- --r--- 
i’s 9 39 : _ .- . . -- 
22 --WI - 
-. 
22 334 _. ..-_-. --. - 
:r ----Et- - 
b 
z-- ..- __ . rt--- 
2m--- 
_ -_ .--..-.. .-.*----. .$f. _ 
4 __- 4oti. _ 
96 
4 RtT AD6FR PR20 




















































































































































6 424 :3 426 5 
1 427 















1’60 445 32 
ins . 465 sib0 
¶t?l 555 340 
ill2 602 347 





104 295 347 
in5 229 347 









4 B!T ADBE’? Pf?Zb rFaT RUN PAGE Nbm 29 

































































































































































































4 122 li2 
4. 68d li2 
B 200 193 
b 595 193 
100 
4 91 I ADDER ‘pR2D 
ARTUSRK INSTRUCTION DATAI ~____-.-.. _ . 
6 115 263 ~-- 
t ‘688 2DD 263 39
x 5¶5 99 333 441- 
__-. -3 688 Lil 
o l 196i~t6w5irTL 
riit RUN pAaL NO* 30 
i 
0 
: .- --. - .--.. _.. 
0 
W’D LINE SET 
LINK SET 
0 




END LINE $ET 
SYMBOL 
4 51T ADDER Pu2D TEST RUN 
END LEVEL6 
SHAPE SET -- 
SHAPE SET 
SWB5L 













































4 011 00~9 M2B T~DT RUN PAOF NU* 31 
CHrP 8TATISTlCS: 
X-STEP , rlr v.erED . SY 
.6’1 INCMS @F MkTAL, .10 IvCHLS OF TUNNEL, AND 77 TUNNEL I 




5:” A”c* CELL .i:= AREA 8.p. ---. AREA L~!RINQ -- ARCA WIRING EFFECT . CILI aa* 11l.D O/U so* MILS o/o so* MlLS o/o SQe MILE o/o 
so15.0 Ib6.n 1o*y 29¶3*6 5Y*? 1b75w2 29eb 513*4 37*5 
103 
II 
C 511 ADD2R PRZD T;riT RUN 
PATTERN Nllt’t~tR TIMkS TOTAL _ .RIsRBcII--. - arPTFPJ.- - vs~o - viv.*c~s--- --.-- 
_ _ - 
1240 a a ~-- .-. _. --_ .-. 
1330 b 5 ---.-- 
_- .ClO 8 8 
9010 0 3 __ .- -. - 
9070 2 5 -_____-.. .___~_ __- -.-_-- ___-. ---___-- ._ 
-- - - - - 
iin 
.-- - --._ _-- ..-- 
104 
I- 
& 21T ADDER iR2D Tint RUN -,’ - ‘- 
_--- . _.. ._. - ..-. 
l AOL NO* 3a - 
mm- Lliil 
NODE CAP, NODI .p&E’J 
Nor .:‘-- P@ WT.. 
8 I22 -1 
..-. 
.- 
- 9 : 
10 it : -- -IQ- 
11 
.-~--- _ -r-. ll 
12 2 12 
- -. ia 28 13 
.- ir 105 _.__ ----.. __. -_-- 





i 1. I b 
__-- -- 
- .--. __ 
L 
.- _ - - - 
105 
r, B!T ADDER PROD yrit RUN 




.- .-- .-- .- 
23s --.-. ._ ..- 
248 -__. 
201 -.. - - 
215 
215 
2BS ~- - 
irr ~-- _... - _ 
-4?!.- 
315 ~~...-.- 
arb _-- ..- -- - -_.- ~.. .-.- _ -- _ .__ 
3al! - _.___~.._ 




. _. -.. .- .- 
-- &*I 
555 














.- .- ..__. - -.._-.-._-. - 
oaaonoo~aooq.~oooooooooooooo_.a_~~~ __ 






_- -.__-_ . ..-M .nwn ._-_ __ Lw- 
nn 
n tl ~M?w - 17, 
nPln 
Mnnn .._ 
z i z-i 
I,?-- 
19s .---K.;cH-~;T- _--.__.~___- 






ETTTTTTTT 1 2 225 ~---- _ w-l4 NY A- ------- - -.- 
CTTTTTT 1 3 23B 
HMMM 
WMME 1 4 245 
n n n-n 
nnnn 255 KH-9- w”-.--.-- -. .- 
M M ETT 6 2 
HUHtl 
2fgJ 




ti- My.- -- ^  -- 
ETTTTTT 6 4 29s 
ET:TyTT 6 9 301 
w n R ---.-- - 
M M MME 10 2 315 --- ._-- -. -. _... _ _. -- ..-_ ---.- ___-.~-- 




n - -- --.--- ----- - 
109 
._-.- _- __ __ . -._ 
;y’ io- 4 34s 
ETTTT 10 2 355 
MHH 
~HMHH~~H~HMHM~HHWMMHH~~MMMHMUM~“MHHM~MHM~M~H~H~MMM M II 3bS 
- --- _..--^--. . --. ” .t!.L ----.. _..- - 31~ -- 
FinW n 
MT;TTT): 4 2 36s 
i nnl: it: 4 3 396 
MM ___ -___ ..---. - ------gti 
WT 4 ---F-- ‘-- w5---- 
nnnnn 
M H H-H H 45s 
nnnnn 
nnn n MM E 9 5 425 
- nnnnnn~~~nnH~~~~nrinn~~~~nnn~n~~~~nnAnH~n~~~~ && 9 
-._ _-... -- .._ ._ ~ ..-. - .4i3. -__ 
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4 BIT ADDEQ PROD tcnT RUN 
















































6 0Tt ADDER rR2O trsT RUN 

















































END 8F PLWr 
END OF ART FUNCTION, 
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4 el!T ADDIm PROD tcif RUN PAGE NO* 42 
START OF WRITE FUNCTION* 
125 
CAPfIXlI 




, HIT ADDCP l R2b trut RUN 
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0 137 137 124 1:: 
2 0 1 0 0 
9010 9ouo 9190 9510 9500 






















5:; 7a !4 
J” li 920 2 
126 126 0 50 : 
9250 0 9100 
9450 9440 9800 
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‘; 3 15 
2 5 I: 
a 2 11 6 
9 2 
36 : 10: 
109 ? 11 z 
12 4 111 
2: 1: 52 
24 1) ::3 : 





189 2 i0t 
104 2 
f 
4 11 re 
9x 
END OF DCBUO SW&L. 
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. . i ?ZLES OE~CTED, 2~4 ORA~IILES 
DELETE NbTBlS 
. . 1 CZLES DELETED, 204 QRANlllkS 
PCLETE NbTOto 
. . 1 CZLES =kTED, 2 QRAkULrS 
DCLETE DECODE 
. . 1 CZLEI DELrTED, I bRANlJLcS 
DELETE ALWRKZC 





23140 PAY 101~70 !DroOsn 
ELAPSE0 JBB TTHE 
PARTITION NUDER 
TDTAL CPU TfFlC 
PROCESSOR EXCCUTION tll 
PRSCFSSBR SFRVICE TIw 
USER EXeCUTlOk TIME 
USER SERVICP TIflE 
CAQDSI CARDS QEAD 
PAQESI PROCEQSBR PAGFS 
USER PAGES 

















AVLEL RAD P~R~YANENT 
NET DISK PERMANENT 









6. CO15 - Programmable Timer 
135 
04132 JUL IS,*78 ID8063A 
JOB MS01.EC45020(0AST/CADJ,l 













































2 3 20; 
2 u 50 




4 3 50 
4 9 200 
4 13 300 
4 14 260 
4 16 120 
4 17 260 
4 19 170 
4 20 150 








4 22 170 
4 23 100 : 
9 -2,-r---T 
427 0 1 
4 30 100, i 
4 31 100 
4 33 100 : 
447 17 1 
4Q9 IQ 1 
4 50 1u 
461 14 : 
Q c.3 210 1 
4 84 210 1 
4 05 210 1 
4abtto I 
0 37 ii1 i 
4 0.3 221 I 
4 91 10 1 
s 179450 1 
5 109440 1 
5 199300 0 

































611120 b2112b 631520 641820 
651220 661120 671220 6’31310 
691520 702310 712310 722310 
732310 742310 752310 761130 






1019030 5 2  
I091720 




























3 ei 3 120 3 121 3 
U 67 D - ..- ------ -- -- -. -- -- - 
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, .,, ,. ._--_- 
1 11 2 12 I3 
T---c-T-I~+ 1 5 3 17 5 
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START OF INIT: 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL PLACEMENT L ROUTING OF LSI CHIPS. 
rlRITlEN BY: RICHARD NOT0 
COMPANY t RCA CORP. 
ADDRESS : FRONT L COOPER STS, 
CAMDEN; 8. J. 00lO2 
PHONE NO. t (6091 963-0000 
EXT. NO. I PC 6755 
PRZD REVISION 81 FEB. 1974. 
IP(Iot 1) = 50 
IP(IO+ 27) = 1 
IP(Io* 3U) = 1 
IP(Io* 53) = 1 
IP(xot 54) 8 3 
Ip(10+ 60) = 1 
IP(Iz* 3) = 200 
IP(I2t 0) = 50 
IP(I2t 5) = 50 
IP(I2t 26) = 4 
IP(I4* 1) 5 1000 
IP(Iut 2) = 1000 
IP(I4t 31 = 50 
IP(I4+ 91 = 200 
IP(I4i 13) = 300 
IP(Iut 141 = 2bO 
IP(I4t lb) 8 120 
IP(I4t 17) = 260 
IP(I4+ 19) = 170 
IP(Iu* 20) = 150 
IP(I4t 22) n 170 
IP(14t 23) 8 100 
IP(I4t 26) m 1 
IP(I4t 27) s 0 
142 
Ip(x*t 301 m 100 -.--~-----_ 
‘IP(xr+ 311 = 100 
IPlI4t 331 . 100 
IP(I4t 471 - .rn 17 .._ 
IP(14+ 491 = 14 
IP(Ie+ 501 8 14 
IP(I4t 60) . 14 
IP(I4t 631 = 210 
wtxut 00) a 210 
IP(xut 051 m 210 
IPlIut 061 = 210 
~P(IU* 071 = 221 
IP(I~+ 001 s 421 
IP(Iut 911 * 10 
IP(Is* 17) 8 PUS0 
1pt1F.t 101 = 9410 
IP(15t 191 = 9800 
END OF INIT. 
START OF INPUT FUNCTION1 
143 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-761 REV 2-20-70 
PIN DATA FOR PATTERNS USED ON CHIP: 
PATTERN- II2r 
PIN RESN X PIN 
NO. FLAG OIST IMP. 
: 18 1: 02: 
3 1 31 1300 
4 1 50 1300 



















PIN RESN X PIN 
NO. FLAG OIJT IMP. 
: 18 13 0 1040 0 
3 I 32 1170 
4 1 51 1170 
5 -4 63 140 
PATTERN 1230 
PIN RESN X PIN 
NO. FLAG OIST IMP. 
PAGE ~0. 1 
: lo” lo” 5000 
3 
: : 1 67 1000 
b -6 77 140 
144 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIr t,vWTIE,~2-X-76, REV 2-20-70 PAGE NO_ 2 
PIN DATA FOR PATTERN0 USED ON CHIP: 
PATTERN 1240 
PIN RESN X PIN 
NO. FLAG 0101 IMP, 
: 1: Ii 
0 
050 
-1 29 1540 
: 40 67 1500 
15uo 
1 66 15UO 
-a 96 140 
PATTERN 1310 
PIN RESti X PIN 
NO. FLAG OlSl ICP. 











PIN RtSN X PIN 
NO. FLAG 01.91 IMP. 
1 0 0 0 
2 I 13 1370 
3 10 32 1340 
z 2 3 51 70 2320 1 7  
b -6 as lU0 
_. _.-- -- - 
PATTERN 1520 
PIN RESN X PIN 





3 1 29 3980 
4 -2 39 140 
145 
..__-.- ..-.~ _-_---. .- -_ ~_~ 
II~I'IG CIHCUIT FOR JIM CIJRRIE, Z-X-76, REV 2-28-78 P&W NO, .-. 23 
PIN I,AlA FIJM PATltHhiS USED ON CHIP: 
-._. 
PAlTERN 1620 
PIN RESN X PIN 
NO. FLAG DIST IMP. 
1 0 0 
z 10 13 127: 
3 1 32 1170 
t -: 51 63 1170 140 
PATTERN 1720 
PIN RtSN X *PIN 
NO. FLAG DIST IMP. 
1 0 
2 10 1: 127: 
.- 
3 1 31 1310 
P 1 50 1310 
5 -6 60 lA0 
PATTEHN 1820 
PIN RESN X PIN 
NO. FLAG DIST IMP. 
: 0 
1 
30 0 500 0 
3 2 uv 1000 
10 73 350 
z -1u 84 140 
PATlERN 1830 
.- 
PIN YtSh X PIN 
NO. FLAG DIST IMP. 
: 0 1 311 150: -.- --...-.. 
3 1: 49 coo 
73 I.?00 
-10 04 140 
146 
- .-. -_._ ..- .- _ _.-.. 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CIJRRIL, 2-X-76, REV Z-28-78 
PIN DATA FOR PATTERNS 1lSF.D ON CHIP: 
PAGE NO. 4 
PATTERN 2310 
- 
PIN RESN X PIN 
NO. FLAG DISf IMP. 
PAlfEl7N 9020 
PIN RESN X PIN 
NO. FLAG DIST IMP. 





PIN RESN X 
NO. FLAG 
30: 
3 0 76 80 .- 
147 
-..- --~ --~ ~~~~~ 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-28-78 
ELEMiNl TO PATTERN ASSIGNMENT: 


















































































30 1120 0 
30 1120 0 
38 1120 0' 
u2 1820 0 
Ub 1330 0 
50 1330 0 
59 I.820 0 
5.3 1120 0 
62 1120 0 
66 1120 0 
70 2310 0 
7U 2310 0 
70 1220 0 
82 1020 0 





















































- - - _.-..-- - 








































































0 .-- . 
0 
148 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76. REV 2-213-78 PAGE NO. b 
ELEMENT TO PATTERN ASSIGNHCNT: 





















0 90 lA30 
0 94 9020 
0 98 9030 - ~.-. 
0 102 9020 
0 106 1120 
0 91 1830 
0 95 9030 
0 99 9030 
0 103 9030 
0 107 1120 
0 110 1620 
0 114 1230 
0 118 1520 
0 122 1520 












.O me1ll 152.0. 
0 115 1120 
0 119 1520 











0 92 9030 0 0 
0 96 9030 0 O._..- 
0 100 9030 0 0 
0 104 9020 0 0 
0 108 1310 0 0 
.? 112 1520 0 0 
0 116 1520 0 0 
0 120 1.920 0 0 
0 124 1520 0 0 
149 










































: "0 30 
; ,:i 




























89 3 90 91 3 
10 2I20 
: 
16 2123 2 
150 
53 1 411 2115 Y 
5: i us s 
:t 





51 46 3 2 
5 57 u 50 4 67 3 47 5 59 u 125 2 
3 
50 1 U6 U 51 4 51 5 70 3 
151 
IIMING CIHCUIT FOR JIlH CURRIE, 2-X-7bt REV 2-2S-7S PAGE NO. 0 
NODE LISTa 























































































































































































































































































115 1 106 x9 0 110 z 
116 1 111 3 
153 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRJE, Z-X-76, REV 2-28-78 
NODE LIST: 
NODE NODE ELEM PIN ELEM PZN ELEM PIN ELEM PIN . . . 
NO. WT. 
117 1 114 2 115 8 21 i 
119 1 122 i 2: 3 124 3 
120 1 119 3 120 
121 1 79 3 00 
PAGE NO. 9 
154 
END OF INPUT FUNCTION. 
155 
END OF PRPI;T SUNBRBUTINE. 
START OF PLACEMENT: 
156 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV Z-28-78, PIGE NU. n 
















































n 99 0 0 0 9.9 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 24 25 26 27 20 29 30 JI 31 33 3U 35 36 37 3’3 80 I12 2 20 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 U4 US Ub 47 48 UV so 51 52 53 5: 
0 n 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R n n 0 I: 0 0 n 0 n 0 0 0 
0 bZ 63 b4 b5 66 bt bR bV 70 71 72 73 74 75 7b 4 22 PO 5R 
0 n n 0 (I 0 0 
n 86 87 88 
0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 0 0 n 0 0 n 0 0 0 n 
0 II’J 115 116 117 IlR 119 120 I21 
0 t n n n 0 II 6 7 W 9 1: I: I; 
0 n n n 0 0 n 0 0 n 0 0 n 0 0 0 n 
n n 0 (I 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 
0 n 0 0 0 n 0 n 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 
0 103 0 (I nl02 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0105 0 0 0 1011 
TOTAL I*IRt U"rl7.T BV tiOOE: 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 ” 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 n 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 n 


















































0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 n 
0 0" 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 










































TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CUKRIE, 2-Y-X. REV 2.2&7Sr -. - - Pa-ccm,-- -72 
















































0 98 0 a 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0100 0 0 0 101 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 : 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 47 UR uv 50 51 
0 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n bb b7 b8 b9 70 71 72 73 7P 7s 7: : 8 26 U 62 
0 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 85 Rb 87 88 RV 90 91 IOC 107 108 109 
2: 
AI 
n n 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 
0 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 0 : 4; b0 7: MO” Ub 64 82 114 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 -0 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  9 10 11 12 13 IA 15 lb I; 1: ,: b; 
0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2.3 29 30 31 32 33 3u 3; 36 37 38 80 
0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0102 n 0 0103 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OlOU 0 0 0 105 











































































































TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-21-70, PACE NO. 13 















































0 99 0 n 0 V8 0 : 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 101 0 0 0 100 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 
0 n n n 0 0 0 0 0 
2b UU b2 12 SO UB 66 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 49 90 91 IOb 107 108 109 63 81 31 49 b7 85 
n 0 0 n n n 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 0 0 
0 n n 0 n 0 
0 122 123 I24 12: 12b 0 
a n 0 n " 0 0 
0 13 14 15 lb I7 In 
0 n 0 n n n n 
0 n 0 " 0 0 0 
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1) J? J3 34 35 36 37 
0 0 n 0 n n n 
0 51 57 5J 5U 55 5b 
0 n 0 (I n 0 n 
11 0 0 " 0 0 0 
n n n n 0 0 0 
0105 0 n n102 n 






































0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 42 60 78 110 Ub 64 82 114 SO b8 86 110 
n 0 
19 Cl 
n n 0 0 


































0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 b5 a3 115 5 bV 87 
,I: 
9 
n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 
n 0 0 0 0 0 
20 NU IIL b 2U 8: 1,: 10 2: 






7 25 43 121 11 29 47 
0 0 0 0 0 o- 0 
n 0 0 0 0 n 0 n : 

































































WING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-761 REV 2-2wSr PAGE NO. 14 

























n qn n n n vv '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0100 0 0 101 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 r) 0 n n 0 n n 107 108 109 23 41 5: 77 2: 4; b”3 8; 3: 4: 6; 8: 3: 0 53 7; 8: 
0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12b n n 42 bu 78 110 4: b: 82 114 50 b6 86 118 5U 72 Vi 12: 
0 0 n n 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 n n o--n 0 0 n 0 
Q 0 n n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 0 n 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I? 1R 19 bl 79 Ill I b5 83 115 
; b: 
: 
0 0 0 n 
07 
I,: 0 
P 73 91 123 I3 
I) n 0 3: n 0 0 n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I) Jb I7 80 II? 2 20 84 
,I: 
b 2U tan 120 10 28 106 124 14 32 
n 0 0 0 0 0 n n 0 0 0 n 0 0 r) 0 n n 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 “-0 0’0 n 0 0 0 ” 0 0 
n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 n 0 
i 
0 55 56 57 111 J 21 39 117 7 25 43 121 I1 29 U7 125 1: 33 5; 
I) 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 74 75 7h II 22 4: 58 0 2: R 0 b; 0 0 n 0 0 0 uu 12 30 Ilr) bb lb 34 5; 7: 
0 0 n n 0 0 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 
0 0 n 0 n n 0 0 n 0 n 0 n n 0 0 0 0 n 0 
Q r) 0 n 0 0 0 n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0102 " " n IoJ o o o o 0 n o 0 0104 0 0 0 105 
Toll,. NlUt U”vll.5 RI NOlIt: 
0 0 0 
0 I, 0 
0 ” 0 
0 I, 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 n 
0 0 0 0 
0 n 0, 0 
0 0 0 0 




















































































































TIMING CIRCUTT FOR JIM CURRIE, Z-X-76, REV Z-21-70, PAGE NO. If 
















































0 99 0 0 0 9n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101 0 0 0 100 
0 0 0 n n 0 0 d” 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n n n n 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 bt-I 
7: 1,: 4: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 : ii 0 : 
bll 82 1lU 50 b0 8b 118 54 72 90 122 I13 76 100 12: 
n n 0 0 0 0 
0 
n 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 79 Ill 1 b5 83 115 5 b9 87 1,: : 7; 9: 12: 1; u 109 0 17 
n a 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 0 0 0 
2: 
0 0 0 n z i 
18 
0 i 0 : i 
0 112 3 20 84 lib b 88 120 10 28 lob 124 32 23 0 IS 36 
0 0  3 2: 0 39 0 i 117 2: u: 12: 1: 3 
0 0 
47 125 1: 3: 5; 4 1: 367 5: 
n 0 n n 0 n 0 0 0 n 0 0 n 0 o 0 0 0 0 
n 0 0 n 0 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 0 0 
0 r) 4: 5: n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 22 A 26 44 b? 12 30 10 bb lb SU 5; 70 bY 38 5: 7: 
0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
41 54 77 27 45 b3 81 31 ‘A9 b7 %!I: 3: 5; 7; n: .3: 5; 75 107 
n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r) n 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 n 
0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 
0 0 
0 n 
0 103 0 0 0102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0105 0 0 0 104 
TOTAL UIRt UNITS ti" .NODE: 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 n 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 : 
0 0 0 














0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 : 
0 0 
0 0 : 
a 0 0 






















































TIMING CIRCUIf FOR JIM CURRIE, L-X-76, REV h?8~78, Ph$F N& 16. 
















































n 98 n 0 n qq 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0100 0 
n 0 n n 0 0 n 0 
i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 78 115 5 50 87 119 9 
n 0 
tg" b; ,; 2; 11: b8 
0 0 a 0 0 0 
0 Zb lb JU 52 
0 0 n n-i n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O~-o 0 O-0 0 0 
n n 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,..o 0 0 
n n 0 n 0 0 
0 45 411 81 04 UP 
0 0 0 
6 bU 20 
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,a 0 0 0 0 0 a 
0 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i 
0 0 
0 102. 0 0 0103 0 0 0 
: 
0 0 0 0 0104 0 0 0 105 
TOTAL *IRE WIT.5 NY YODk: 
0 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 : 0 
0 0 0 
d" 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
: 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 





























































TIMlNG CIRCUIf FOR JIM CURRlE, 2;X;76, REV 2-28-78, mm in. 37. 


































































































































0 0 a 6 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 










0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 b 0 
10 US 57 5L 59 33 12: 76 Ub 21 I.?.? 125 5'3 
0 
5 lb 8: 7: 
0 
49 10; 7; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1; bi 65 0 70 0 UU 0 bU 0 
0 or0 0.0 0 0  a’ : 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
b3 bb 110 119 I,?, 47 











10, 61 39 7: 35 1U 2: 
3: 9: 3; I?.? 0 117 0 85 0 109 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



















n ‘,’ 113 0 lZO 0 87 0 
0 0 0    : 
43 I3 31 UI 
0 0 0 0 














0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 

































n 0 n 0 n n 0 
0102 n D 0103 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 OIOU 0 0 0 105 
TOTPL WIRE UNITS tlV YUDCI 










0 0 n 
0 0 0 
0 ‘0 0 i 
n 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
163 
TIMING CIRCUIT 
LENGTH= 10, I INT.8 
PLACEMENT: 
FUR JW TXRRIE; Z-X=76; RREV 
1048b,JRSP=2, TOTAL D1ST.a 
2q&lJ;- .Pmxr---nr 














































0 99 0 n 09@ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101 0 0 100 
n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i 
0 0 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 9 0 ,2: 0 0 on 0 o o o 0 6 o 0 b U~b.6 
0 112 111 63 18 119 115 57 72 62 47 50 76 74 51 75 56 23 52 
0 0 n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 53 u3 12" 0 bU 70 U9 88 108 121 59 i 46 lli ai 55 5s 12; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 
0 0 
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0  n n F 0 0 0 0 : 
0 1 b0 b Ul U6 9 27 b: uu 12U 89 122 110 67 35 39 91 b; 7; 
0 0 0 7:: u: 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 7 50 17 11U 2 77 15 125 bl 45 11 34 a5 12 90 37 El1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
8: i I,: bt 
0 0 0 0 0 ii i 0 0 i i 
0 0 5u 3 5 0u 38 28 33 117 107 22 .I4 ,03 13 
0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0.0 0 -ij 
0 20 31 bA 32 29 80 116 26 79 21 109 25 106 21 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 6 
0 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0102 n 0 0103 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OlOU 0 0 0 105 
TOTAL WIRE UhiITS BY NOW: 
0 0 n 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 










































































TIMING CIRCUIT FOR J~~CURRIE, i?=Xi?6, REV ti2W78r -- - -'clirr NO, lv 








































0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
n 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 : 
0 0 0 























0 90 0 0 0 99 0 
ii 
0 0 0 
i 
0 101 0 0 0 100 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 
0 
0 111 54 0 61 119 66 27 57 52 51 7: 
0 5; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56 53 73 49 50 120 63 A7 125 46 76 lb 37 122 20 205 3: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n i 0 0 0 0 0 0 n E : 
0 112 I 60 77 2 69 126 74 ' 73 59 ' 7b b7 YU 40 91 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 3 20 02 12: 4 110 11 121 110 12 3: 1; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
b9 115 41 65 
0 83 107 30 6 U3 < 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 IS 31 cc2 1lU 04 32 
n n 0 n 0 0 0 
0 19 17 85 29 10.3 i 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 
0 0 n 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 103 0 0 0102 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 o 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 



















































































TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-2b-78r PACE NU. - m- 

























0 98 0 0 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0100 0 0 0 101 
n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 n 0 0 
0 0 0 b2 61 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 III 56 60 73 75 40 49 77 119 72 78 50 Ub 57 71 40 39 lb 27 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 n 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 
6: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
: 
0 
n 1 112 2 5U 12h u3 120 7U 125 121 4U 109 106 123 15 110 23 3: 
n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 !OiJ ,H U? bU 82 b3 0 311: II b: 6: 12: 2: 12: 1; 1: 13 9: 1: 
n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
: 
0 0 
0 107 30 31 11U 7 6 41 5 80 68 110 117 38 26 34 36 37 24 22 
0 0 n 0 0 0 1: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 -0 85 e.3 29 17 04 R b9 113 32 20 116 79 9 10 21 81 9: 3; 
0 n 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 103 0 n 0102 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0105 0 0 0 109 

























































0 J 0 
: 0 0 
0 
0 8 

























TI"l'uG CIRCUIT Fni? JIM CURlIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-i!E-78; PffiE NO. -Zl- 
















































n -48 n ,I n 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 iO1 
fl n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1 i n ” 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 n n i i i 
n Ill 73 tl9 0 0 08 72 53 59 47 513 52 71 87 (16 76 70 06 57 
n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 119 u9 4R 62 56 50 55 6: 77 7: 0 0 -0 0 0 7e 110 39 lb 28 Ui 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 6”. 63 126 75 125 66 106 65 109 27 UU 15 23 35 12 
n 0 n n 0 0 0 
n 114 ? b4 113 3 U2 
0 0 0 n 0 n 0 
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 0 I) 7 2: I: 0 1: b 3: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 tl5 83 107 AU 69 , 19 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 
0 0 n n 0 0 0 
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0103 0 0 0102 0 
TOTAL v~IRE‘USITS BY NUDt: 
Ul 0 21 
:i 1: 0 1 





































0 0 0 0 
82 122 121 123 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
: 0 0 0 
41 124 60 110 
0 




























0 0 0 0 
14 37 25 13 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 u 0 0 
00 26 JS 117 
0 0 0 
v 21 33 1: 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 n 0 0 












24 3: 1: 
0 0 0 
: 
0 0 
22 3: 9; 
0 
81 7: 9: 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 











































Jlcl cwmtr c-x=raTun d -to-7 , PAW. NO. Cd 








































0 90 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 (I 
0 111 73 89 0 0 08 72 59 53 47 58 52 71 
," 112 0 48 0 11: UO 0 62 0 5b 0 50 0 55 0 bl 0 77 0 74 0 73 0 110 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 I 115 120 54 60 63 126 125 66 75 lob b5 109 27 OY I5 23 ';; I2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i 
0 0 
0 2 1,: 6: a; 2 3 10: 8; 4 122 121 123 37 14 25 13 24 36 II 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I I 
0103 0 0 0102 0 
0 0 0 
: 6; 124 i 41 u-i 80 68 i 118 i 2b ;..-; 38 117 -k-s&K-++ 22 34 91 0 0 
3: 0 8 20 0 32 0 113 0 116 0 9 0 2; 3: 1: 8: 7: 9: 0 0 Pi 
0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a0 : 
: 0 0 -i i u 0 : &--&&+&&*-+ 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 104 0 0 0105 0 0 0 
TOTAL WIRE UNIT5 BV NODE: 
TfU --zT I)J . I 
:: : 24 6 5 4 - -_-. .---.-. 
: 2: 3: A *. 1 _ -._ - _... _. .- ..--. 
110 2 19 1 1 
-7-v 0 Ia 1 
21 ’ 2s 1 28 50 I 2 3; - .2;-- -4 - 
‘: 1 1 82 ¶I 
..+.---. ia 4: 2: 
‘>.- -s ._._ S.--S 3 - am 
2b 16 lb 1 .-..___. 27 I. 28 - 
168 
ACTUAL WIRE UNITS 8 901 901 










: .‘; -. 
13 
BV NODE: -- -.. 
5 lb 








: 22 - 













..- ..-_-- .-- _~_~._. 
END OF FIX1 SUfMDUT~-, - 
_._--. -- -2 
170 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR -JIM CURRIE;- 2-X-76;. REV’2Gkb78;..’ -- -FfiE-~R[);--r 
-. 
START OF FIX1 ’ SUBbOUtIiUE: 
ENr 5: FIXI SlJBR6UTINE. 
START OF PLACEMENT: .__ _ __ _ .-_.-_ _-... . ---.. . . _. _ -. . 
171 
TIHI"rG CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-28-78; '. -PxicE-ND. --is 









































0 90 0 0 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0100 0 0 0 101 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 Cl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 0 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 n 
0 111 73 6Q 0 .5a 0 72 53 5'4 87 50 76 71 52 07 Ub 70 
5; 
06 
0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 5: b: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 77 119 cl8 0-9 b2 ‘a6 55 79 0 110 39 uo 
0 0 0 l-l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 65 120 5’J bo b3 115 75 126 125 66 106 109 27 4u 
n 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 
0 IlU 2 bu UJ 42 3 106 02 
0 n 0 n 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 112 7 29 17 6 18 30 
0 0 0 0 ,O; 0 0 0 
0 78 05 85 04 b9 19 
0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 n 0 o 
0 n 0 0 n 0 0 0 
0 0103 n n Ill02 0 
















































11 122 121 12; 
0 n 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
b7 1211 bi IlR 
0 0 0 0 





























0 0 0 0 
14 37 25 1: 36 2: 1: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 n 0 0 0 
80 Zb 38 117 34 22 91 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
























































_-.-. ._. .-. ___ 
ACTUAL WIRE UNITS = 963 963 






































































1 2 2 27 15 6 6 
1: .; .-. .6-,4~‘- 4 6 . 













































































ROW I 2. 
4b ZB 1s 13 117 10 -. -. __ _- ._. --. .-- - _.-___-.---..-. 
70 lb 35 3b 3u 81 
57 ‘45 23 2u ifi! TV 
8b 51 12 11 91. _-. .Z!,_.-- ..- rosL.- 
95 
END OF POIT-PLlCE SUBROUTINE. -... -. -. ___ - 
175 
START SHlSHl C ----_--- - 
176 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-28-78, PAGE NO. 28 
CELL RE-ORIENTATIOh / PIN RE-ASSIGNWNT: 
ELEMENT worr / PIN Rt-ASSIGNMENT 





















































--WINK Cm11 FUR -~nKtUKRIEr~Ksl6i-RDI-.~~~7TI-‘- --. PAGE NO. LY 
CELL RE~ORIENTAfION / PIN RE-ASSIGNMENT: -.. 
‘N’u:.;;’ ROW / PIN RE-ASSIGNMENT 












































START OF CENTER ROUTING: 
: 
END OF CENTER ROUTING. 
START OF SIDE ROUTING: 
- 
ENU -OF.STDE- RUUTTNG;-‘- 
__- __.. ..- -.-- 
END ROUTE FUNCTION. 
180 
TIMING-CIRCU-IT FUR JIM CURRIE, t-X-76, REV to28-78,. PAGE NO.” f(r 
START OF ART FUNCTIONi 
181 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, Z-X-76, REV Z-28-70, 
















TIMING CIRCUIl FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-28-1’8, PAGE NO. 35 
START AR11 
186 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIHa6URRIE, 2-X-76, REV Z-28-78, PAGE NO. 




TIl~INC CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-28-78, PAGE NO. 37 
CHIP STAlISlICS: 
Y-STEP = ZIS, V-STEP = 16’) 
6.46 INCHES OF METAL, ,vo INCHES OF TUNNEL, ANO 379 TUNNEL ENDS. 








CHIP *ntn CFLL ---- AREA R-P. ---- AREA “!!RING -- AREA WIRING EFFECT 
S’J . ‘4IL.5 SO. &lILS O/O SIJ. MILS O/O sn. MILS o/o SQ. HILS o/o 
35997.0 I llhC2.4 29.b lP910.8 Al.5 101103.9 2R.Q 6226.1 59,s 
188 
PATTERN NUMBER TIMES TOTAL 

































. . _ - - __ 
rI'4INC CIRCUlT FOR JIM CURRIE, Z-X-76, WV L-21-70, 
NUDE LISTI 
14llVF CAP. NODE ELFM 



























































































































































42 3 64 
HZ 5 120 
b7 u 
Ob 3 A7 
7 2 e 
























3 4 u 

























: 5 : 
2 II 2 
U 51 U 
4 55 u 
U 39 4 
91 3 
32 u 5 
3b 5 9 
uo 4 I5 
190 
50 661 1 119 2 bb 2 b? 2 II 2 I9 2 SO 2 b!i 2 
191 
- 
fInIlG -CIRCUTT -FOFJfK CURttIE, -2=CT5,-REV .2=26-78; 
NODE LIST: 
NOOF CAP. NODE ELEM 

























































































































































































































































































114 177 2 z 110 4 
115 132 
: 
110 2109 4 lob 4 
116 370 ill 2112 3 
193 
TIMING CIRCUIT FOR JIM CURRIE, 2-X-76, REV 2-28-78; 
NODE LIST: 
NODE CAP. NODE ELiiM PIN ELEM PIN ELEM PIN . . . 
NO. PF WT. 
117 190 1 114 2 11s 3 
118 13 1 121 3 
119 128 1 122 
z :5: 
3124 3 
ii0 109 1 120 119 






1111111111111111111111111111’1~ - -- 
76999999999998088888Cl88888888 --- 















578 98 2 mummm~mmmmmmmmmummmmmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmumm 






720 - ._..--- ..-.... -.-.-. .- . - 
739 
195 
806 -- .-. -- - .-- 
831 -_ _ -.^ 
867 
886 















.1192 - .__ 
1211 
1232 



































IlDUIl POU JlR LUKKltp Z-X-7br KtV d-?J+78, 
CENTER SECTION = 0 
PAGE NO. a-- 
_ - -. _ __ 
.- -.--_ ___ 




8888888888888888889901223444 r s 9 5 '5 s s .5 s s s. s‘5 3. ~5.-s 5~.T-L; 3 Q.T .4 l .8' 6 ..--. .- -.___ - 
MMM 
MMW 
M M M MMMMHHM 
MMMM 
M M M M MMMMM -. M R M M M - -.- 




M M ETTTTTTTT 111 
MM- MM.M. -- 
ETXXXTTTTTTTT 111 
MMMM 
M M M MMM 73 
MMM 
M M MMMMM 73 
M w - .- -. 
MMMMMMM 73 
M MM 
MUM M H 
M M W’ 
M M MHM 09 
- - M-W-- -- ----- 
MM 
MM 
M M MMM 89 
MMM 
ETTTTTTTT 89 -.. --. -- -... - .-- 
--FM-v 






M M ETTTEMM 88 3 637 
M R R U - ----- -.--- .- 
M M M M MMM 68 4 661 
.- R-U U- KM 
__..__- 
MMMMM 679 __..----- - _ _ ---_--. .-.-- -..---.--- MMRMM 
M M M M MMM 72 4 701 - .- -__ - KliiA -.-.-.. --__-~~- - 




















M R M M ETTTT 53 2 8Ob 
MMMMMM M .w K-R.W- 
M M M M M :- .~ - 
--- - -.- ~- 
M A K-K ETTn-- W-- 2-.---Y 
MMMM M -. ._-.-... .- _- ---. -- .--__~ 
R M M MKETTTT 59 3 867 
MMM 
-MMM- 
; .u. s9..- 7 - -. -8~~ 
MMH 
M M M HMET:; 47 -. S- -. 91-r -- 
MMMM M 
MMMHMM‘ 
M M ETTTTTTTT 47 
M M MMM 
M M ETTTTTTTT 47 
MMMMMM 
MM Pr-El-TTTTl- 58 
MMMMMM 

































M M M 









M ETTTTTTTTfffT 71 
M MMMMM 
19. WH R??lTfT. 7r--r, 
M MMHMM 




-- ----- -W--R- 
MMMMMMM 
ETTTTfTTTTTTTTT St 2.- -- mt- - 
MMMMMM 
ETTTTTTTTTTTTTT 52 5 -- -m-- 
HMMMMMM _.-- ___-- ---~-nnnll at 4 1Lfa 
MMMMM M -._- - . --- -.---- M CT-wu MRRK - 
MMMM MM 
199 
-- -~ 37 ‘R 
R--- -KK R- _.._.. --.._ _. .___ _ 
M MMW MMETTTTTTTT 87 3 1321 .--___ M MM MHM - 
MMETTTTTTTTTTTTTT 87 2 1340 -R.R -.K.KK-.. .-- .-- _-- _ _ _ .__ 
MM MMM 1363 
MM MMM 
..- .-_ 
M M MMETTTTTT 46 2 1383 _..- - . -- .- __^--- 
u-R-M--- - 
ETTTTTXXXTTTT 46 3 1402 
MMM M 
M H M ETTTT 46 4 1421 
MMMMM 
- 
M H ETTTTTT 46 5 1440 ._-. K w A. H-M -- 
MMMMM 1458 
MMMMM 
MMMMMMM 70 2 1468 
MMMM 
MMMMMUMMM~MMMMMMMMMMMMMU~~~~MUMMMMMMMMM M M M HMMMM 70 3 1487 
-.. A.--KTU---A-.-- 
_._.. -__.______ 
M ETTTTTTTTTTTT 70 4 1506 
MMMMM M 
MMMMM M 1534 
MHMMM M 
M M M M MHETTTT 57 U 15U5 
MMR-HM R 
-. 
M M M M M MMMMM 57 3 1564 
MMMMHM 
M M M M M M MMM 57 2 1583 
MMMMMMY 
M ‘LTTTTTTTTTTTT 86 4 1606 
K R K-m#-‘ ._- -.-----____ 
M ETTTTTTTTTT 86 3 1630 
~METYT);ITFTYTYTT 86 2 1649 
MMMMM 
MMHMM 1667 _ .._ .-._ .-__-.. -_----.--. - - nfa u 
HMMHM 1686 M M.PI.KM.- - _ 
MMMMM 1705 
MMMKK _. .._ 
M M M H MMM 1699 
--_-.~--___ -----.RPIRR 
M M M MMMMM 1706 
MUR - .---.:- 
M M MMMMHMM 1713 
MU _---. .- __-__ 
M MMMMMMMMM 1720 
PI 
M 1726 
_ --. . . _ ----. 
0000000000000000000000000000 




--- -ELEKPfR - - _. ._ --- --. 
348 
350 



















5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 6 6 .E 6. 6 6 6 6.6-&C--6 b-6- 6- 6T--.~ -- -----~ 
22334556788900000000000000008 
6 r) -1-b S.-Z- 9 6-3 O i ii i l-i7-rajm 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 u 
M 
M .’ ---- -- -- 
.-. ..- --~ 
MMMMMMM M E 
MPTV --.--.- --- ----- 
MMMMM M H V .- . .-- M M -14 Y ~~ ._ --..-..__ __. -- 
MMM M M M V 
MMM V 
r MMM V 
HMMMV 
MMMMV 
2 T%?f: :-- -- 
_ ---.- 
MMM v 
3 WMM M M vvv 
MM V 
4 TTTTTTTTEMM V 
-x3- .pI v - - - - - ------.---- -- -- - ..--.-- ___----.- 




2 TTTTTTTTE M V 
K-M KU RY ----- -- -- -- -. -- ._.- .-~ -.-.. -. . - 
Ma)4 M M M V 
+A k M M M M V 
2 TTTTTTTTE M V 
MMMMMV 
3 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTEM~MMMM~MMMMMMHMMMMMMMM~M~MMMMMMMMMMMMMM I 4- .~~T~T~..~- ----- -.-. - .-- ..- -. -- .---...- --. - - - - 
5MZ 
MMV 
bi M VVV 
HMM KM V 
5 TTTTTTE M MMM V -.. - R*.K.R--q-Y -..- __ 
U TTTTETTTTTE M V 
M MMMRV 
3 TTTTE M M ETTTTTEMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 
MMMM n v- 
681 49 2 TTTTTTTTE M V ,... .- .._. .KM w-u M ..v .,.._._. --_ -.~-.~ 
704 62 4 TTTTTTE M M VVV ~-- -... .- M M Kw )r -y-‘ - -.. .--.-.-. -. ..-. -. - 







































2 TTTTTTTTTTTTE M V 
_ _. - 
MMMMM MY 
3 TTTTTTTTtTTTE M V ‘. -. 
- .--- __.-.- 
MMMMMMMV 
4 TTTTTTTTTTETTTTTTT?TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 
M M M M. MMV 
2 TTTTTTTTE M ETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 
MMMM U 
3 TTTTTTTTTTEMM VV: 
MMMM V 






M M MMV 
3 TTTTTTTTTTE V 
M M M M V 
2 TTTTTTE M M V 
MMMMHV 




2 TTTT?lE M M V 
.- _.. 
3 TT:T: Mlr: ; i 
.- . ..-.- 
M M MY 
0 TTTTETTTEMM V 
M M M V 
2 MMM M M V 
3 MMd i. 
V 
vvv 
__. - --___ __- 
M V 
4 YMMMETTTEMMMM ,Jl 
M , MV 
MUM M v 
2 MMMMMMET~TTT~T~TEMM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M~~~M~~~~~~~~~~~- 
- 
M M v 
3 MMMMM~ET~TTT:T:TEUM~MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMmMM~M~MMM~~MMM~MM~ -. 








4 M MMMMV 
M MMMMV 






























































_-. _ .---- 
V 
V 
-..- __I__- -- 
TTTTETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT?TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 
M M.W M W W V 
._. _.-.__- 
TTiTEMM H M M M V 
M M M M U’V --.- -.‘- --. .- -- -------- 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTE V 





M ” M v.-.. -.. . -.- -_---.__ 
TTTTEMMMM M M V 
M MHMV 
._...I.. - --- 
TTTTE MMMV 
MM MMMV 
MMM M MMMV 
M M M M V -- -. ---- 
TTTTTTETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 
MMMMMV 
~. -. __ 
MMMMMV 
MMMMMV 
MUM M M M M M V MMMHMMv.. . .._ ---.--___--- 
TTTTE M M M M V 
MMMMV 









MUM k M H M M V MMMMMY ~. .-.. ..-~-- 
MMMMM M M M M V 
MMMMV 
MMMMMMM M M M V 
MMUV 
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o- 0 6.0 o- 6 0 0 o-.cio- 6-6-6-6-7VT‘a-5 2 9 6 3 0 7 4 2 
$;I ..- 548 
M H M MMMMMMMMMMM 348 
M n A K .- ---~-. 
M M ‘M M HMHHMMMMM 355 
MMMRM 
M M M M M HMMMMMM 362 
MMMMHH 
M M M M M M HMMMM 369 
H M M R PI M M ---~ 
M M M M M M M MMM 376 ._-.. - .-- - '- --- --- -. M MMMMM 
MMMHMMMMM 383 
M M M M M H M M M - --- .-- .- 
MMHMMMMMM 394 
M M H M M R R K-K -- ------- 
MMMMMMMMM 1 2 414 
--M-wmM-M-u-u M 
; ; ETTTTTTTTTTTT 1 3 433 
MMRMM 
M M M M M M MMM 65 2 456 
MM MMMM 
ETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 65 3 475 
-- K’--ruRm 
MMMMMMHMMMM~MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMETTTE M M M M MMM 65 4 494 
M M M M M M W --- ---- 
M ETTTTTTTTTTTT 120 4 517 
M M M M M M ,-... . ~- ___ 
MMM M M M M M 527 
w M R ‘K-wTf- 
M ETTTTTTTTTT 120 3 541 
M M M M .--- --- 
MMMMMMMMMMMMUMMMMMMMHMMM~MMMMMMMUMMMMM I: ETTTTTTTTTT 120 2 560 
M M M M R M *-. ._ _ .--..-_.-.-____ 
M MMMMMM 584 
Ft- #u-#-em-M 
M MUM M M M M M b03 
M* : ET:T:T:T:T:TT 54 2 620 
MMMMMMMM __.__ 
ETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 54 3 639 
e) M-U w w*u.-- 
MMMMMMMMM~MMHMMMM~MMM~MMM~MMMMM~MMM~ETTTTTTTTTT~TTTTT 54 4 b63 M M M M M M M M .-~- __. .- 
M M ETTTTTTTTTTTT 60 2 681 
MM MMMMM 
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ETXXXTTTTTTTTTTTT 60 3 705 
MMMMMM 
M ETTTTTTTTTT 60 4 ----72u 
MMMMMM 
M M M ETTTTTT 63 3 744 
MUM MM 
M M M ETTTTTT 63 2 763. 
MMMMMM 
MMUMHM’- .“-.--. -779 
MMMMMM 
M M ETTTTTTTT 115 2’ 7m-- 
MM MMM 
M MMM M ETTTT 115 3 -- m4-.- 
M MM M 
TTTTTT~TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTE R M.ETTT-mTIS--mr 
MMMHMM 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 75 2 - -84b-- 
MMMMMM 




M M MMMM 
M MUM MMMM --.-. w7 -- 
MMMM~MMMMMMMMHMMMMMM~~~~M~M~M~M~M~ET~T~T~MMM~T~T~T~TT 126 2 -- w- 
M H ‘M M M 
MWWR 
M M :T:TT- I -- 
MMMMM MMETTTTTTTT 125 2 P67--- 
MM MMM 
MM ETTTTTE 12s 3 9BT - 
MMM --. ;.;. M- -Fr w- -tii 
MM MM 
MM ETTTTTT 66 3 102(r- -- 
MM MUM 
M M ETTTTTTTT 66 2 1039 
MMMMMM 
W W-M ETTTTTT- TU6----r-lVbs 
MMMMMM 
MUM M.ETTTTTTTT 106 5 1082 
M M M M M 
M MUM ETTTTTTTT 106 U flu1 ---- 
: : ET;T:ThktF-t09- ---t--tGFF- 
MMMMMM 
MMMMETTTTTT 109 3 1142 
MMMM M 
MMMMMMHnMMM~MM~MMMMMMMM~M~MMM~MMM~~M~TTTTTTTETTTTTTTT 109 4 1161 - 
MMM M 
3MMKMMMAWKM WWFWWMMAF~~~W.‘MFIAAMMHMWMMETTTTTE- .- K- -. - - V 
MM M 
MM EtTTTTT 27 2 tmr 
MM MM 
M M MMMMM 27 3 1220.- - 
MM MMM 
7aTTMKuARRH M~m’HMMHHW~~TTTTTTTERM I- R- ---.--..---’ ‘.--l-Z3V-- 
MM MM 
Pmm?mMRMPR19RMMMMMMMMPnVMPIMMRMITTTTTTTTTfTTTTTT 27 4 t24u 
MM MMM 
---..-. - - ‘-.mmM # El-w--4-W -- -tars- - 
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M M M M 
M MMM HMETTTT 44 3 1284 
M M w-.-. 
.--- -- .-- .- 
TTT~TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTlllTlTTtTTTTTTTTTTTETTTTTTTTTTTT 44 U 1303 
MM M 
L ETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 44 5 1322 
MMH M 
MMM ETTTT 44 6 1341 
MMM 34 K--. - 
ETTTTTTTTTTTTTETTTTTT 15 2 1364 
MMMM MMM 
MMMY MMMMM 15 3 1383 
MMMM MM 




TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTlTTllTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTETTTTTEM~MM 15 5 1921 
MMHMMH H 
MMMMMM M MMM 35 2 lUU8 
MMMMMM M H 
(H M M M M H MM(W ETTTT 35 3 1467 
M M M M M-M M M FK-- 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTfTTTTTTTTTTTE M M M M M M ETTTTTT 35 U lU86 
MMMMMMMMM 





M M M M H M u-u .E;T----- 
- 
MMMHMMMMMMM 23 2 1526 
MWMMMMMM 
MHMMMMMMMHM 23 3 1545 
MM.MMMMMMM 
_. 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTE M M M M ETTTT 23 4 1569 
M M- - M M R WK-FV 
M MMM M M H ETTTTTT 12 5 1595 
M MHMMMMH 
WM.M M M M H ET111 12 U 1614 
MMMMMM M 
M M M M ‘M M ETTTT 12 3 1633 _- --- .-- ._ .-.-. 
k w A K--m M- ---- 






-I4 M HPUW- 
MMMMMMMM 1705 
MMMMMMMM 
M M M M M M M MMM 1698 
MMMMMMM 
M M M M M M HMMMM 1705 ,.- .-. _ _- -... - .w w .R .R--- ..-- -- .._- 
M W M M M MMMMMMM 1712 
MkMMH 
M M M M MMMMMMMMM 1719 
MMMM 
M M M MMMMMMMMMMM 1726 - - _ - - -. WMR 
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m~mmmmmh~ummmt4 m M t 
tdrnhfv 
mvmmmwmwmmm m M M V 
M M M M v 
mM~mvmmmmm t4 c M M V 
MMMMMV 
mmmmmmt.4 m M m m u v 
umt4mmmv 
mmmmh4 u m m u m m v 
mumt4luMMV 




2 TTTTTTE M m m m m v 
m m rnMmub4v 
5 TTTTTTXXXTTTTT~ m V 
mmm mm MV 
u TTTTTTTTXXXTTTE m V 
m m m m m m M v 
5 TTTTTtTTTTXXXTTTTTTTE~m~~~mm~~U~~mM~~~MU~~~~~m~~~m~~M -.--..__..- MMHMM m M v 
3 MUM m M M m tTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTfTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 
m m M M M v 
2 HMM M m m m mmmmtd v 
tdummmm V 
4 TTTTTTE M m m VVVVV 
MM MMMV -- .~- 
3 mut4 m umt4 u u V 
mmm MMV - 
2 TTTTE m mmm m V 
MMMM MV 
M M M M MMM .V 
HMMMM V - - - -__ ._ 
M M M M M VVV 
MMMMMV 
4 TTTTE m m M V 
M MMMV 
3 TTTTEmm m m V 
2 TT:TE 
































lIbT-lr. ..3..TTTTTTTTE~ R .-. v .-. --.. - . -..-. - -. --~ 
MM MM V 
1186 19 4 YMM hi M M MMMMETTTEMMMMW4MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM- 
MMM MM 
1205 14 SMMHM M M VVVV;: - 
MMMM MMV v117-47m K.R v - -- _-.-- . .--. -.. -. 
-er7qrt.. f7.. .=. ,$.. MMMMV MMMRV _. - --.- -_-_ - 
M MMMMV 
- 126---.ft-- -2rrTlTE w M .u.I*v-- ----- .--~ .- .----- ---- -- -.----- -..- 










2 MMMMETTTE. M V _.. 
3 TTTT~T~TEM:: i 
M M 
2 MMM M M VVVV: .__ _.-- 
HMMV 
M M M’V 
MMMV 
2 MHM M M V 
M M V 
3 MMMMH M V 
HMV 
- Al-m-7 




V 3.Wd-; -. .vvy _ .-- 
M M 
4 TTTTTTTTEMM :: 
H 
2 MMM i ii M 
V 
V 
M H M 
F-rs R K RRFT?TTTTTTl~TTTTTlTTTTTl7TTWfWWTTTW- 
MHM M V 
UMMM M V 
M 
3 TT:T: M : 
2 TT:TE ii 
V’ 
v- . - _ . 
M M M V 





M v .- __- 
M M M V 





















































m M m m ETlTTTEmmmumUmUmuUUUMmUUMmMUMMMMMUMUMUUUMMM 
MUMM MV 
- -. -.. 
2 TTTTE U M m V 
m MM MV 
-... 
3 TTTTE U U m V 
MMMM 1v 
4 MUM M M M M V 
MMM MV 
MUM MV _ -... 
MHM MV 
2 TTTTTTE M M V 
M’ M HV 
3 MMMMm M tTTTTTEUUMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMHMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 
M MMV 
_- _. --- 
4 MMM M MMV 
M M MMV 
.-- _ 
5 TTTTTTTTEUU M V 
M M HMV 




2 TTTTE M M M M V 
MMMMMMV 
M M M M M M VVV 
MMMMkM V 
_..- _-.-.- 
2 TTTTE U M U MUM V 
MMM MV 
3 TTYTE U U m ETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT~~ 
MMMMMMMV 
--- 
M-MM M MM M V 
MMMMMMMV .--.--- 
- .- ._- 
4 MMU U M M M M U V. 
M M M M,M M U 
5 TTTTTTE M M M M V 
MMMMMMV 
4 TTTTTTTTTTTTE m V 
MMMM MV 
- ----- --_ 
3 MUM M M M M MMM V 
MMMMMM V 






MMM M M M M M V 
MMMMMV 
MMMMM M M M M V 
MMMMV 
umbiumum m t4 m v 
MMMV 
MuMm#mmmM M Y v 
MMV 
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M M M 
M M M MMMMHMMHY 362 
MMMM 
M M M M MMHMMMM 369 
M M KlrcM----- 
M M M M M MMMMM 376 
MMMMHH 
..- -.--__ 
M M M M M M MMW 383 
MMMMMMM 
MMMMHMM 394 
M H M M 74 .KF-.--- 
ETTTTTTTTTTTTTT 112 2 414 
MHMMMM 
M ETTTTTTTTTT 112 3 433 
MMMM .---- 
k!M ETTTTTTTT M. K K.rM--7 2 456 
MMMMMMMMMMMMHMMMM~HM~U~~~~M~MU~~MMM~MMM~M M H M M MMM 7 3 47s 
MMMMM 
- .--- 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT~TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEMM 7 4 u9u 
MMMMUM 
M M H M ETTTT 7 S 513 
M M-K KWW---- 
MMMMHM 527 
MMMHHM 
MMH M M M ETTTT 29 4 538 
M MMMMM -.~ ~ 
ETXXXTTTTTTTTTT 29 3 557 
MM M. M KM. .-. -._ _- 




M M ETTTTTTTTTT 17 2 618 
MIS M-K-M K.--- 
M M ETTTTTTTTTT 17 3 637 
MMMMMMM 
ETTTTTTTTTTTTTT 17 4 661 
HMMMMHM 
M M M M M ETTTT M M M ” H. M#. . ..-A.- S 687 
LTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 6 4 706 
MMMMMM 
LTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 6 3 725 
MMMMMMM - 
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M M M ETTTTTTTT 6 2 -- .Tv4 
MMMHMMM R w ” M M.lii M.-- - --.- ---p5-- 
MMMHMMH 
HMMMMMMMM 18 4 768. ---... 
MMMMMMM 
ETTTTTTTTTTTTTT 18 3 --7V2 --’ 
HMMMMM - -. 
‘ETffTfTTTTTT17T-.‘i8-Z 
MMHMHMM 
HMHMrMMM - 331---- 
MMMMMMM 
ETTTTTTTTTTTTTT 30 t--- EK---- 
MMMMHM -- -. .__. ___..._ -- -.-. R--R-H .u-fl mM 30 3 OIL 
MMMMM 
M M M H MMMM” 30 Q’- -...-E’l-- 
M M M M M 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTE M M M M M 5 -5’ -- -Pm-- 
HMMHH 
TTTTTTTTTT ll-rTrl~rnTTTT~M 5 4 V35 
MHMMM M 
M M ETTTTTTTTTT 5 5-- -----9’S --- 
M 
i LM ZTI;TETTTT s 2 97r-- 
M - _ __.----_..-- --.. .,,-c.i;;;..--.- - 
VcI> 
M M M M M 
-T~TTmTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 41’ r- 996. -.-- 
E ii ETl;lT:T:TT 41 2 rorF-- 
MMWMMM .--- -- __- -’ --M-M-W’ETTTTTT b/ 2 lU10 
MMM MM 
M ETXXXTTTTTT 67 3 rQ+f- - -- 
M “MM .- MMMMM M M MMM 67 4 lU76. -- 
MMM 
!MmMwMMuum u m-lq@Ffmr-rw- c 
MMM 
ETTTTTEMMMM 12s 3 1117 
M M 
MM MUM 68 2 1137 --- 
-- .__ :TkET:n- V 7 
MMM 
MMMMM118 3 1176 
M M 
-AWMWMRHWWAHW~RMRMMMMMMMMMMMMMM~M~MMMMMMM~MME~~~T~EMM 118 2 1195. - 
M M M 
--._.--. - -- -- .- - - .-.ETTTr-w.-.f-- 
M M 
M MHETTTT I30 2 1239 
MM M 
MM M 1249 
MM M 
___^_ ; 1 :T;TT -26 -2 -- A-2Pr--- 
- RMMAHHIH- M~~MAHH~HMHM~TXXXTTlTTTTT 26 3 1293 
M HMM 
- -.- __.-- _ n MM” R M t3v6 
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MM FIH 
.- _ .__ .,__.. .___ 
” M ETTTTTT 26 4 1317 -- ----.- -. 
- ----.-- --- 
M M M ETTTT 38 2 1340 ‘:--- MkH ---w- .-- - 
.-~.- ~____ 
ETTTTTETTTTTT 38 3 1359 
MMM M--- --’ 
M M MMM MM 38 4 1378 _--__-.. --.- __---- -.-.-.._---. -~.K-‘. 
M 
MMMMMMMMHMMMWHMMMMMMnMMMHMMMMMMM~TTTTTTTTTTTTT~ 117 2 1398 
MM M H 
; ;“ET;TTT;TT 117 3 1117 





MMMMMHM - .---._. __- ~ -.- --- --_ .- ._... --__- -___ 
MMMMMMM 
M H M M M ETTTT 
MMMMM ‘M 
M M M M M ETTTT 
MMMMMMM 
34 3 1458 
3Y 4 1477 _ . .--- __. -_ 
1496 
22 2 1517 
22 3 1536 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTETTTTTTTTTTTT 22 4 1560 .--. .---..-~ - __ w. M-K ~RMM~‘ - 
M MMMMM 
M M H M M hi 
H MHMMM 
M MMMMM 
M ETTTTTTTTTTTT 91 ” K K.M-A ..~--..-. 
MMMMMMMMMMM 91 
M MMMMMM 
M ETTTTTTTTTTTTTT 91 
MMMMMMMM 
MMMMMHMM -- --.- ..-. _..--._. -. ” w H-71 w K M K 
MMMMMMMH 
MMMMMMMM 
M M M M M M M MMM 
MMMMMMM’ 
M M M M M M MMMMM - .-._. - -. -. .-_ M ” ” M.K “. -. ~-. 
M M M M M MMMMMMM 
MMMMM 
M M M M MMMMMMMMM 
MMMM 
M M H MMMMMMMMMMM 
MMM 
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MMMMMMMMM M‘M M M M 
CMMMMM 
MMUMMMM M M M M M M 
MMHMMRM 
UbiMMM M M M M M M M 
MMMUHMMMM 




2 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTE M M 
MMMMMM MM 






4 TTTTTTTTTTTTT T 
MMRMMM 
4 TTTTTTTTTTTTT T 
MMMMMM 
3 TTTTTTTTTTE M 
MMMMMM 
















3 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTE M -- ..M-~.R A. .w. K pT- 




619 107 3 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTE -___------ Keel- -.__ _ -- .-..- _--.- -.- 
638 107 2 TTTTTTTTTTE M M 
M M PI M M R M 
662 04 2 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTE - 
M A WM M H 
681 eu 3 TTTTTTTTTTE M 1_ -.--___ n u K-“-n 
700 a4 cl”M:MM 
-~ ..~ .--.. ..-- --- - 
._..-- mwTmT; _ 

































3 TTTTTTE M M M 
MM M MM 




3 MMM M M M 
MMM 
2 MMM M M M 
MMMM 
M M M M 
HHMM 
2 MMM M M M 
M M M 
3 MMETTTE M 
MM M 
0 M M M MPM 
M M M M 
5 TTTTE M 
HMM 
4 MUM M M 
._. .- ----- 
3 MMM ,” Ei 
M M M 
2 TTTTTTE 
M M M 
H Fr MUM .-. _- _- 
M M 
2 TTTTTTE : 
MMMM 
3 MMM M M M 
MMM 
MMM -.-.- 
M M M 
4 MMM M M M 
MMMM 
2 TTTTTTE M _. 
3 MM: :: MME: .___ 
MMM 









5 TTTTE M M - ..- .._- 
MMMM 
4 MMETTTTTTTEMH -___ 
MMH H 
3 MMM F1 M MYM M -- -.~ --- 
MMM MM 
2 TTTTTTEMM M M .._ ~ -- 
M M MUM 
M MMM M M M 
M MMMM 




















































4 MMM M M M M Ir M 
MMWMHHY 
2 TTTTE-M M M H M 
3 Ml 
. M U.R M .19 -. _.. _ .-. 
MMHMM 
M -M M M M M 
~_-- 
4 TTTTEk’M M M M M 
2 TT:TTT.:T! ,” :: ,” -R... M.‘. pT R‘..M- --- - . . ..- - - --- .-. 
3 TTTTE H MMM M M 
MMMM MM .- --__ 
r( MMM M M M MMM M 
MMMM M -. -.___ 
5 TTTTTTE M M M HMMMMMMMMMMMM~MMMMMMHWMMMMMMMMMMM~MMMMM - .- -*“u H A-M .M 19-- _- ..-. -.. .-- -..- - ..- 




M M M M M -__ 
M M M M MMM 
2 HHI ,” KMMM z- 
3 TTTT:T:TE : 1 
MMMMM 
MMMMM 
- _ MRUUU- - -- --.... - .- -- . - 
2 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTEMM 
MMMMM M 
3 MHM M M M M M M 
MMMMMM M 
‘4 TTTTTTTTTTTTTTE M 
MUM 
FIMM 












M M M‘ 
1111111 1111111111111111111111 
3333333 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 9 4 
4445677 a99ollllllllllilllllll 
rrw- 3-u -7 a -1 a-f--2-2 27 2 2 2 t--t’ 2-tmt--t-2-m -- 
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.._ -.-_ 
____.-._ ----. -.-.- - .- - -- .-.. -_ _ _ - _ .-. . . - _ -.. ELiR..m. 
1111111111111111111111111111 
uu44444u444u4u33333333335344 
1111111111111177777777777721 __- _ _-. -- .-.-. 






394 ____ _. --.- - 
417 
436 
455 .- ..- -_ _-__ 
479 
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^_ .. --.- --- 
uummuuu~mum~mu~mummummmuu~mmummmmuummmummmuu*mummmmum 1diY z -‘- --. 7rr- 
._ . ---714 
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1381 -- .-_. ..-- 


















- _ __.--- 




4444444444444433333333333344 --- ..--. 
1111111111111177777777777721 
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PAGE NO* BV 
LE;; SIDE, ROW 8 1 
-- __.-- ._ 
ELEM PIN 
_ .-.-- __. . 
.___ _. 










M MMMMMHMMMMMMMMMMM 1398 .- 
- -. 
-w-R--.- _.-.-.-. ~. 
1391 M M 1391 MHMMMMMMMMMMM 
MU M --.--- ~-- 
1384 MM M MMMMMMM 1384 
MM R K .-- -- 
1377 _-- -- -..--- - -- .____..__ _ ; .;--” M UMMMM 1377 
UR 
1366 MM M M M 13b6 MM K K w-- - -.~ 
1359 MM M MM 1359 
MM M KM--- --;- 
1352 MM M M M 1352 -___ __. .-- -.- __._. -~ -.-.-.. .-.- I-A -K M R 
1345 MM M MM 1345 .- 
MM M u- K - - -=- ___ 
1338 MM M M M 1330 
MM M Km- -.--- 
1331 MM M MM 1331 ___-. -.-._~_ ..__ --nuR--R UR 
1324 MM M M M 1324 
MM K RR-- ..- --- 
1317 MM M MM 1317 
MM R-- K M -. -.- - - -__ 
1310 MM M M M 1310 
-m--R n*I 
1303 MM M M M 1303 
M M M --. -WW .- ------ 
1296 MM M M M 1296 --.--. - ^_ .-- MM w MM --.-. 
1289 MM M MM 1289 -__--- --.-- .-._. -.--_ --pl El - nn 
1282 MM M MM 1282 - 
-. _- - ------ WM- * ----- 3-w. ~ 
1275 MM M MM 1275 



































MM M MM 1268 
MM M 
MM .M +* -. 
MM M MM 
MM M M M v .-.- im 
MU M MMV 
MM M MMV --.- - -1r 
MM M MMV .~ -M-.- .-~ --..H M 
1240 
MM M MMV 
MM H M M-V- 1-x5- 
MM M MMV 
MM M MMV rtx- 
MM M HMV 
MM M MMV 1219 
MM M MMV 




n M M M-!f ---I- 
; .“A -.&- -b 
MM M MMV 
MM M MMV --TwI--- 
MM M MMV 
MM M MMV Tryr- 
; ; ._.. ;--.-++& 
MM M MMV 
MM M M M V -.- ir 
MM M HMV 
MM M M M..V mT 
MM M MMV 
W K--A-----bFbw 
MM M MMV 
MM M MMV rrr 
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M M M 













































MM M MM 
MM M MM 1052 
MM M R u- - -- 
~. - 
MM M MM 1045 
MM H MM 
__-. _- 
MM E E E 1038 
MM 1 T I -- ---- 
M M MMTMMMMMTMTMMM~ 1031 
M M M-T - T, 






t.4 R .w- u-IT AMMR 
MMMMMMMMM 1003 
MMMMMMWMW’-. 
M M M M M M M M MMMMM 996 
MMMMMMMM- 
M M M H M M M MMMMMMM 989 
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MMMMMM -- 
MMMMMM 946 
















MMMMMM .. -- . __ 
MMMMMM 883 - ---- --.---. ..---.__-. -. -.-. - 
pTuTrK7a R 
MMMMMM 876 
MWMMWM. -. - . ..___ 
MMMMMM 869 
MM.MWMM "-. -i 
EEEEEE 862 
r- T-T-rl- T- 
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv 855 f t .f r-rrm--- FT.-- .-- 





































MMHMMM V ls4-4 
MMMMWM 
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